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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 8A
Date:

29 January 2018

Subject:

DRAFT MINUTES of a meeting of the Kent & Medway Economic Partnership (KMEP)
held at the Village Hotel, Maidstone on 23 November 2017.
Attendees:

KMEP Board Members
Geoff Miles (Chair | The Maidstone Studios)
Andrew Bowles (Swale Borough Council)
Paul Carter (Kent County Council)
Rodney Chambers (Medway Council)
Simon Cook (Canterbury City Council)
Simon Cook (Mid Kent College – FE alternate)
Sarah Dance (Sarah Dance Associates)
Nick Fenton (Kent Developers Group)
Peter Fleming (Sevenoaks District Council)
Iain Hawthorn (HSBC Bank Plc)
Jo James (Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce)
Andrew Metcalf (Maxim PR)

Keith Morris (Dover District Council)
Jane Ollis (IOD)
Nick Sandford (Kent Country Land Association)
Steve Sherry (RBLI)
Paul Thomas (Dev. Land Services Ltd)
Prof. Mike Weed (Canterbury Christ Church
University alternate)
Fran Wilson (Maidstone Borough Council)
Paul Winter (Wire Belt Company Limited)
Chris Wells (Thanet District Council)

Observers & Presenters in attendance
Allan Baillie (KCC), Matthew Balfour (KCC), Kevin Burbidge (GBC), Lee Burchill (KCC), David Candlin
(TWBC), Barbara Cooper (KCC), Simon Dodd (KCC), Prof. Callum Firth (CCCU), John Foster (MBC),
Katharine Harvey (SDC), Tim Ingleton (DDC), Richard Kidd (TDC), Tomasz Kozlowski (MC), Matthew
Norwell (TGKP), Sarah Nurden (KMEP), Andrew Osborne (ABC), Karla Phillips (KCC), Tudor Price
(Invicta Chamber of Commerce), Mark Raymond (TMBC), David Smith (KCC), Andrew Stirling (SDC),
Louise Whitaker (KCC).
Apologies:
KMEP Board Members
Paul Barrett (C4B Business & Barretts Motors), Miranda Chapman (Pillory Barn Design Ltd), Gerry Clarkson (ABC),
Philip Cunningham (Cripps LLP and Chartway ), Nicolas Heslop (TMBC), Douglas Horner (Trenport Investments
Ltd), David Jukes (TWBC), Jeremy Kite (DBC), David Monk (SDC), Graham Razey (East Kent College), Jon Regan
(Hugh Lowe Farms Ltd & Weald Granary Ltd), Prof. Rama Thirunamachandran (CCCU), David Turner (GBC)
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Item 1 – Welcome, introduction and apologies.
1.1

Mr Geoff Miles (the KMEP Chairman) welcomed attendees to the meeting, especially Cllr Keith
Morris who joins the KMEP Board following his appointment as Leader of Dover District Council.
The apologies were received as set out above.

1.2

Mr Geoff Miles thanked Cllr Simon Cook (Leader of Canterbury City Council) for agreei ng to act
as one of the KMEP representatives on the SELEP Strategic Board following Cllr Paul Watkins’
resignation.

Item 2 – Declarations of interest
2.1

Jo James declared the Invicta Chamber of Commerce is contracted by Kent County Council to
deliver the Kent & Medway Growth Hub. Steve Sherry declared that RBLI delivers a skills
programme funded by the European Social Fund. Rodney Chambers declared he is a trustee of
the Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust, but does not have a disclosable pecuniary interest.

Item 3 – Minutes of previous meeting, matters arising and action tracker
3.1

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a correct record and signed by the
Chairman accordingly.

3.2

Sarah Nurden (the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager) updated the board on several recent
announcements that supplement the action tracker:

3.3

Lorry Park: Highways England (HE) and the Department for Transport (DfT) will not contest the
judicial review against a lorry park being built at Stanford West. The Secretary of State has
instead asked HE to review all lorry-management options including an interim solution on the
motorway (to be in place for 30 March 2019) and a long-term solution (which could incorporate
one large lorry park or a network of smaller lorry parks). A consultation is expected in the early
New Year.

3.4

Barbara Cooper said the Strategic Freight Group would meet on 24 November 2017; lorry
parking is on the agenda and the DfT, HE and Kent County Council will be in attendance for the
discussion.

3.5

The KMEP board requested that the Chairman sends a letter to the DfT and HE to express its
strong disappointment in the delay to building a new lorry park in Kent. A long-term solution to
Operation Stack is essential, and will become even more important after leaving the European
Union. A swift solution is required. Cllr Simon Cook referred to the need for proactive police
enforcement against illegal lorry parking. Fran Wilson and Geoff Miles commented that a
solution has been called for since 2002.

3.6

Lower Thames Crossing: Geoff Miles attended a recent SELEP event concerning the Lower
Thames Crossing. Highways England officials gave a presentation at that event, but focused
solely on the tunnel infrastructure that will form the new crossing and not the associated
infrastructure required on the wider strategic and local road network to allow free-flowing
access to the crossing. Geoff Miles asked KMEP members to continue to lobby the HE, the DfT
and the local MPs for the wider package of road improvements.
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3.7

Thameslink Services: Govia, which runs the Thameslink rail services, was asked by the DfT to
consider how best to “de-risk the introduction of the major upgrades”. Some of these upgrades
relate to the train services which will run from Sevenoaks, Medway, and Maidstone East
through the London ‘core’ Thameslink stations (like Blackfriars). Govia has decided to de-risk
the upgrades’ introduction by developing the full timetable introduction through a series of
incremental phases.

3.8

The consequences for Kent is that the introduction of the new Thameslink service to Maidstone
East will be postponed, and trains from Sevenoaks via Bat and Ball will stop at Blackfriars. Peter
Fleming and Fran Wilson spoke strongly against the delay to the roll-out of Thameslink services.
Peter Fleming referred to the £7.5 billion of taxpayers’ money which has already been spent on
the project including signalling upgrades to enable the 24 trains an hour to operate between
Blackfriars and London St Pancras.

3.9

KMEP asked the Chairman to write on their behalf to express their strong disappointment in the
delayed introduction of the train services.

3.10 Network Rail engagement event: Network Rail has approached the KMEP Strategic Programme
Manager, as it wishes to host an engagement event on 23rd February with key local
stakeholders. It wishes to hear local stakeholders’ views on the Kent Route Study which is due
to be launched imminently; to discuss how to unlock infrastructure by new means; and to
consider the priorities for future infrastructure investment. The event will be held at the Invicta
Chamber of Commerce, and Network Rail will send details in the New Year.
3.11 A Commonwealth War Memorial on Dover’s Western Heights: Dover District Council is
running a consultation on its plans to build a commonwealth war memorial; the consultation
closes on 10 December 2017. Cllr Keith Morris explained that the memorial would be funded by
Libor if it receives the appropriate consent.
3.12 KMEP agreed that the Chairman respond positively to the consultation on its behalf.
3.13 Future of Freight: On 22 November 2017, the Chancellor asked the National Infrastructure
Commission to undertake a study on the future of freight.
3.14 Thames Estuary 2050 Growth Commission: The Chancellor, in his budget speech, announced
that Sir John Armitt has been appointed to chair the Thames Estuary 2050 Growth Commission,
with Professor Sadie Morgan as deputy chair. The Commission will publish its final report by
Spring 2018.
Item 4 – Local Growth Fund Delivery Monitoring Report
4.1

Lee Burchill, Local Growth Fund Programme Manager at Kent County Council, introduced the
LGF delivery monitoring report. He referred to the business cases that were approved by the
SELEP Accountability Board since the last KMEP meeting. These were:
 A2500 Lower Road
 Tunbridge Wells A26 Cycle improvements
 EDGE Hub
 Sandwich Railway Station Improvements (Open Golf)

4.2

He drew the board’s attention to the current underspend projected for 17-18. Kent and
Medway were anticipated to spend £44m in 17-18, and the current spend forecast is £31m.
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Kent County Council intends to accelerate two schemes (the A28 Chart Road and the A226
scheme in Dartford) to reduce the potential underspend.
4.3

In response to the presentation, Jo James asked Lee Burchill for further details on the M20
Junction 10a project. Lee Burchill explained that the Development Consent Order for the
scheme should be published on 4 December 2017. On 7 December, the Highways England
Investment Decision Committee will review the value for money assessment and decide
whether to release funds for the work to proceed.

4.4

Given the scheme’s importance to businesses, Jo James asked if KMEP could write to Highways
England to express its continued support for the scheme and its desire to see construction
commence in January 2018.

4.5

Andrew Bowles expressed disappointment that the Sittingbourne Town Centre scheme may be
delayed due to communication difficulties between Network Rail’s solicitors. Kent County
Council, the developers, and Swale Borough Council have completed their allocated actions.

4.6

Chris Wells asked for an update on the Thanet Parkway project. Barbara Cooper explained a
very strong bid had been submitted to Network Rail’s New Stations Fund team. The
government asks for business cases to contain a ‘benefit cost ratio’ analysis. Any scheme which
achieves a value of 2:1 is deemed to be ‘good’ by Government. The Thanet Parkway received a
very high BCR value, in excess of 2:1. It was therefore decided by DfT that the new station
could potentially generate revenue for the train operator, and the operator should be asked to
invest in the scheme. In light of this, Kent County Council is promoting this option in discussions
with the train operating companies bidding for the South Eastern Rail Franchise.

4.7

Paul Carter mentioned that Kent County Council is exploring if it could commission the
construction of Thanet Parkway. It is also in conversation with local landowners about options
to bridge the funding gap. The positive news is that not all the New Stations Fund has been
allocated yet.

Item 5 – The Draft SELEP Skills Strategy and the European Social Fund.
5.1

Louise Aitken, the SELEP Skills Lead, gave a presentation on the draft SELEP Skills Strategy and
how SELEP intends to use the £20million of European Social Fund remaining. The draft SELEP
strategy has been tested with the education providers that sit on SELEP’s Skills Advisory Group.
The Skills Strategy will sit alongside the new SELEP Strategic Economic Plan. In her presentation,
Louise Aitken highlighted that:
 The draft vision is: ‘To help deliver a flourishing and inclusive economy across the biggest LEP
in the country by equipping employers, adults and young people with the skills, conditions
and aptitudes required for significant growth today and tomorrow’.
 The draft principles are: ‘To achieve our vision, we will continue to use evidence, consultation
and partnership to understand, respond and deliver across our geography of Kent, Medway,
Essex, Southend, Thurrock and East Sussex. We will continue to develop innovative responses
to delivery and barriers and would like to work with government to deliver more and test
new approaches’.
 The draft priorities are: ‘As educators, local authorities, employers, voluntary sector,
employers and providers we agree to:
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o Increase apprenticeships and industry relevant qualifications for all ages, particularly in
priority sectors and at higher and degree level
o Simplify the landscape for employers, stakeholders and individuals
o Build an inclusive economy and reduce polarisation
o Raise awareness of jobs and growth across SELEP and the area’s size, scale, national
and international significance
o Foster the spirit of pride, innovation and enthusiasm across SELEP to bring about
change.’
She shared her draft evidence base, spoke of the sector headlines that could feature in the final
strategy, and referred to the £20m of European Social Fund (ESF) that is still to be allocated.
5.2

The next European Social Fund calls will probably be issued next February / March (2018).
SELEP will confirm any new calls for tender on its website (http://www.southeastlep.com/) as
well as communicating via partners and networks. They will also be published at
https://www.gov.uk/european-structural-investmentfunds?funding_source%5B%5D=european-social-fund. Applicants would have to provide 50%
match-funding, however this can be ‘in-kind’ so staff resource can act as the match. Evaluation
of applications is undertaken by the DWP. SELEP’s ESIF Committee is asked to comment on
strategic fit of applications but the ultimate decision rests with the DWP, in its Managing
Authority capacity.

5.3

Louise Aitken concluded her presentation by asking KMEP to provide comments on the draft
SELEP Skills Strategy. The intention is to publish a final strategy in early 2018.

5.4

In response to her presentation, the following points were made by the KMEP Board Members:
 BBC is reporting a 59% drop in the number of apprenticeships following the introduction of
the Apprenticeship Levy (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-42092171). Employers have
told Peter Fleming that the time commitment is onerous if they take on an apprentice.
 Nick Sandford echoed this concern about the time commitment for employers. He had found
the risk assessment and reviews time-intensive when he had employed apprentices. Funding
should be given to employers to cover these activities. The levy process is difficult to
understand. There ought to be incentives for apprentices to stay in the Kent and Medway to
reduce the skills drain away to London.
 Jo James spoke of the need to promote the levy and apprenticeships; Businesses are not
familiar with the levy process. Louise Aitken responded by explaining that a potential
European Social Fund bid is to create a brokerage service at a local level to help businesses
navigate the levy process.
 Simon Cook (Mid-Kent College) explained that apprenticeships are not the only training
model, and requested alternative programmes be included in any brokerage service.
 Prof. Mike Weed said the hiatus in the government agreeing the apprenticeship ‘trailblazer’
standards affects the ability of businesses to engage. He agreed that the debate sh ould be
broad and not limited solely to apprenticeships, for example, the strategy should focus on
training and retaining graduates, upskilling the workforce in situ and reskilling adults so they
can return to the workplace. People’s confidence is often low after a period of
unemployment and a suggestion was to run a European Social Fund programme that
focusses on raising people’s confidence when returning to work.
 One initiative that would help train and retain graduates in Kent is the proposal by the
University of Kent and Canterbury Christ Church University to create a new Kent and
Medway Medical School. The bid is a response to the Government’s commitment to fund an
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5.5

additional 1500 medical places by 2020 and will be the subject of a highly competitive
process. The outcome will be announced in March 2018. Kent and Medway is the largest
geographic area without a medical school.
Paul Carter spoke of Kent County Council’s approach to Justine Greening, the Education
Secretary, about potential ways to improve the skills system locally. KCC proposals include: a
suggestion for the government to devolve any unspent levy to Kent County Council and
Medway Council so the funds can be used to drive up apprenticeship numbers;
strengthening the marketing and promotion of the apprenticeship opportunity; reducing the
burden on employers by taking a more flexible approach to how the levy can be used (e.g.
letting the levy subsidise employer and travel costs); reducing the process bureaucracy in
accessing the levy cashflow; targeting the levy usage not solely on 16-25 year olds, but also
targeting adults and those seeking higher-level apprenticeships. Local skills delivery is
favourable using the knowledge and expertise of local educators, and Paul Carter called for
the SELEP Skills Strategy to a have a federated flexible approach.
Paul Winter recently attended an Apprenticeship Ambassador event, where the difficulty in
registering on the Digital Apprenticeship Service (DAS) was mentioned. This DAS system
allows employers to access their levy account. Also, some organisations are delaying using
their levy until there are more trailblazer standards. Organisations have 24 months to claim
the levy. On average it takes 9 months for new trailblazer standards to be approved.
Paul Winter also informed the board that some levy-payers do not know how to access the
levy, nor know that up to 10% of their levy can be passported to other firms in their supply
chain. KMEP agreed that increasing this figure from 10% to 50% would be beneficial,
particularly in the construction sector. Paul Winter was asked to write on KMEP’s behalf.
The digital apprenticeship system for non-levy payers will now come online in 2019, it was
originally planned for 2018.
Simon Cook (CCC) asked that the SELEP Skills Strategy includes Kent and Medway statistics,
as well as district-level data. This call was echoed by Sarah Dance.
Sarah Dance requested that the draft SELEP Skills Strategy is shared with the other SELEP
working groups, such as SECEN (the creative network). She also requested that the number
of vacancies was not the sole measure of determining the sector strengths of SE LEP.
Paul Carter highlighted the skills level in the coastal regions, and supported the idea of
having a coastal focus within the SELEP Skills Strategy.
Allan Baillie said that Kent County Council is renewing its own Skills Strategy. He emphasised
the importance of re-skilling adults. For 16-64 year olds, the Kent skills levels are below the
national average and are decreasing. The funding structure for adult education is not fit-forpurpose.
Andrew Metcalf spoke of the importance of the skills agenda for employers. At a recent
Lower Thames Crossing event, 71% of businesses said recruitment and retention was one of
their top three challenges.

The Chairman thanked Louise Aitken for the presentation, and she agreed to incorporate aims
and actions based on these comments into the SELEP strategy.

Item 6 – The Kent and Medway Engineering, Design, Growth and Enterprise (EDGE) Hub
6.1

A presentation was given to the KMEP Board by Professor Callum Firth. He made the
following comments regarding the EDGE Hub:
 The EDGE Hub is a new facility that will add an additional 1,250 graduates with higher level
engineering and technology skills into the labour market by 2024.
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 Canterbury Christ Church is very grateful to KMEP and SELEP for agreeing to provide
£6.12m of Local Growth Funding to support this project.
 The University is now starting the detailed work to devise the curriculum, and is keen to
attract students that may not have traditionally considered an engineering career.
 The curriculum will be problem-based, using a Conceiving - Designing - Implementing Operating (CDIO) system developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
 If students are taught engineering theory without application, research suggests that 40 to
50% will fail one module of the course.
 The curriculum will also consider problem-based scenarios that focus on social issues (such
as the provision of clean water to developing countries) as research shows this will attract
female applicants, and so widen participation. The intention is also to remove A-level
physics as an entry qualification and rebrand engineering as a creative industry.
 The EDGE Hub will be located in the former Canterbury prison, with satellite facilities
across Kent and Medway. The University is willing to engage with any industrial parks in
Kent and Medway that wish to explore hosting a satellite facility.
 The University continues to consult businesses on how the Hub can best met employer
requirements.
 As well as devising the curriculum, the University has appointed a Director of Engineering
and outreach staff. It has established a Strategic Industry Advisory Board . New building
planning permissions has been secured, the detail design phase is out to tender, and the
building is scheduled to open for new students in September 2020.
 Work has also commenced with 20 primary schools across Kent and Medway to train
teachers in the opportunities that an engineering career offers. This is vitally important as
evidence suggests most students will reject a career in the sciences by the age of 11.
6.2

In response to the presentation, the KMEP Board congratulated the University on its successful
project, and the following comments were made:
 Prof. Callum Firth confirmed the university can offer bespoke courses of applied
engineering in the workplace.
 The National College for Nuclear near Bridgwater is said to be exploring establishing
partnerships with universities. Peter Fleming suggested the Canterbury Christ Church
University may wish to make contact.
 The need for inspiring careers education across the UK was emphasised.
 The importance of teaching computer programming in parallel with engineering was
commented upon by Nick Sandford.
 Prof. Callum Firth explained the Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) announced
in April 2017 that it would pause the procurement process for providers delivering
apprenticeships to smaller non-levy paying employers, and would extend existing
contracts instead. This is preventing the university from delivering apprenticeships to
non-levy payer at this current time.

6.3

The Chairman thanked Professor Callum Firth for the presentation.

7.

The Kent and Medway Growth Hub

7.1

Jacqui Ward (KCC) and Tudor Price (Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce) gave a
presentation on the activity of Kent and Medway Growth Hub. They made the following
comments:
 The Kent and Medway Growth Hub contract was awarded to the Kent Invicta
Chamber of Commerce in November 2016. It runs until October 2018.
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The long-term financing of growth hubs across the UK is yet to be determined. Currently
the government provides grant funding. However, the Government has previously
stated that they wish to see Growth Hubs become self-financing, yet remain free at the
point of first contact for businesses.
The Growth Hub was, as part of its contract, asked to consider how it could become selfsustaining. Consideration has been given to website advertising (although at least 4,000
visits a month would be required); or a membership model (but this would be in direct
competition with/duplicate the IOD, FSB, and Chamber approach). Neither of these two
approaches has been considered acceptable.
Removing the Growth Hub grant would pose a significant challenge to the sustainability
of Growth Hubs across the UK. It takes time for businesses to become familiar wi th
agencies that can provide support; the Growth Hub has now established a good
reputation as the place to go to for free advice.
The Growth Hub provides a signposting service to businesses, helping new and
existing businesses find the most suitable type of business support available in their
area.
The Kent and Medway Growth Hub (K&M GH) has introduced “Ask Phil” as a
marketing device, which has been successful in encouraging businesses to contact
the Hub. The K&M GH also won a gold medal at the recent Kent digital awards for
its website.
The K&M GH is in frequent contact with the district councils and other services to
ensure it keeps abreast of the funding opportunities available to businesses.
A monthly activity update is provided to Kent County Council showing the number
of contacts the Growth Hub has had with a business. Between November 2016 and
October 2017, there were 2,832 enquiries by businesses, and 1,030 of these
enquiries came via web chat. Web-chat is the fastest growing means of
engagement.
As well as signposting businesses, the Growth Hub has ‘medium intensity’
interventions, where they talk to businesses about their ambition and where they
want to grow. There have been approximately 320 enquiries of this nature.
The predominant reasons that businesses contact the Growth Hub are: 1) they are
starting a business, or 2) they want to know how to access grant finance.
A concern of the Growth Hub is that it provides a one door approach but does not
duplicate activity undertaken already by others. There is a concern that some of the
new ERDF bids going to the ESIF committee would duplicate the growth hub
services if awarded funding.

7.2

In response to the presentation, the KMEP Board requested that the monthly activity
report is broken down by district.

7.3

The Chairman thanked Tudor Price and Jacqui Ward for the presentation, and the meeting was
concluded at 7pm.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 8B
Date:

29 January 2018

Subject:

Action Tracker and Progress Update

The table below provides a brief update on matters previously discussed by the Board, central
government policy and consultation announcements, and give notices about forthcoming events.
Topic
Industrial
Strategy
White Paper

LEP Review:
Governance &
Transparency

Progress update
On 27 November, the Government published its white paper, setting out a longterm plan to boost the productivity and earning power of people throughout
the UK.
The Government propose to boost productivity and earning power across the
country by focusing on 5 foundations:
 ideas
 people
 infrastructure
 business environment
 places
It can be accessed at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/industrialstrategy-building-a-britain-fit-for-the-future
The Government is conducting a review of LEP governance and transparency
following some negative coverage in the Daily Mail at the end of 2016. Best
Practice Guidance is due to be issued in the next week or two. There will be a
responsibility placed on KMEP board members to ensure their declaration of
interest is correct in advance of each meeting.
The LEP review has prompted the Chairman of BAB and KMEP to reflect that the
BAB Vice-Chairman position is vacant. Hence, at the last BAB meeting on 10 th
January, he asked the business community to nominate individuals who may
wish to stand as the Chairman or Vice-Chairman of BAB. Geoff Miles clarified
that he is happy to continue in his position as BAB Chairman, or step down
depending on the will of BAB.

Strategic
Economic
Plan:
Consultation
sessions

Georgina Button is the SELEP Strategy Manager. She is leading a second round
of engagement with the SELEP working groups on the content of the Strategic
Economic Plan (SEP).

SELEP Coastal Communities Working Group: next session 9th
February at BEIS Conference Centre

Rural working group – Securing a date with Hadlow College – likely
to be February half term.

Housing and development Working Group – next session is on the
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20th Feb.
Social Enterprise Working Group – 6th Feb at RBLI, Kent.

She will also conduct a second round of SEP-focussed business engagement
events. She is liaising with the Kent and Essex Chambers of Commerce to set
these up and dates will be issued in due course.
If you wish to engage in any of the working group or business discussions, please
email the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager and she will forward the
invitation to the event.
The second round of engagement with KMEP will take place in March at the
Board Meeting.

Reshuffles

The deadline for the production of the SEP is mid-2018.
There has been a small Cabinet reshuffle at Kent County Council, with Mike
Whiting replacing Matthew Balfour as the Cabinet Member for Planning,
Highways, Transport and Waste.
Theresa May has also reshuffled her Cabinet, so it stands as follows:
 Brexit Secretary - David Davis - stays in his position
 Business and Energy Secretary - Greg Clark - stays in his position
 Chancellor - Philip Hammond - stays in his position
 Culture, Media and Sports Secretary - Matt Hancock - the former
minister for digital and culture is promoted, replacing Karen Bradley
Defence Secretary - Gavin Williamson - stays in his position
 Education Secretary - Damian Hinds - replaces Justine Greening, who
refused a move to the Department for Work and Pensions. Justine
Greening has resigned from the government.
 Environment Secretary - Michael Gove - stays in his position
 Foreign Secretary -Boris Johnson - stays in his position
 Health and Social Care Secretary - Jeremy Hunt - stays at the
Department of Health and is also given control of social care
 Home Secretary - Amber Rudd - stays in her position
 Housing and Communities Secretary - Sajid Javid - stays in his position
at the renamed Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government.
 International Development Secretary - Penny Mordaunt - stays in her
position
 International Trade Secretary - Liam Fox - stays in his position
 Justice Secretary - David Gauke - moves from the Department of Work
and Pensions, replacing David Lidington
 Leader of the House of Lords - Baroness Evans - stays in her position
 Northern Ireland Secretary - Karen Bradley - replaces James
Brokenshire, who resigned for health reasons
 Scotland Secretary - David Mundell - stays in his position
 Transport Secretary - Chris Grayling - stays in his position
 Welsh Secretary - Alun Cairns - stays in his position
 Work and Pensions Secretary - Esther McVey - promoted from deputy
chief government whip to replace David Gauke
11

Other appointments:
 Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster- David Lidington - replaces
Damian Green who resigned in December
 Conservative Party Chairman - Brandon Lewis - replaces Sir Patrick
McLoughlin
 Leader of the Commons - Andrea Leadsom - stays in her position
 Maidstone MP Helen Grant has been appointed a vice-chair of
committees in the Conservative party.
Nus Ghani, the MP for Wealden, has become the new Rail Minister
Corresponden Circulated separately to this agenda pack, is the correspondence regarding
ce arising from Operation Stack and the M20 Junction 10A. Both letters were actions that arose
KMEP action
from the KMEP meeting on 23 November 2017.
points.
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ITEM 3
Date:

29 January 2018

Subject:

DfT consultations: Shaping the Future of England’s Strategic Roads &
Proposals for the creation of a Major Road Network

Report author:

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager

Summary
The Department for Transport (DfT) has issued two consultations.
The first consultation is called “Shaping the Future of England’s Strategic Roads”.
The second consultation is called “Proposals for the Creation of a Major Road Network”.
The paper summarises the main issues within the consultations for the board to consider.
The Board is recommended to:
 Comment on, amend, and endorse the draft consultation response to “Shaping the Future of
England’s Strategic Roads”.
 Provide its initial views on the proposal for a Major Road Network. KMEP’s views will inform
the draft consultation response, which will be circulated by electronic procedure for approval
in March.

1.

Introduction

1.1

The Department for Transport (DfT) has issued two consultations to which KMEP may wish to
send a response. This report summarises both consultations.

2.

Consultation 1: Shaping the future of England’s Strategic Roads

2.1

Highways England (HE) has published its Strategic Road Network Initial Report, which can be
accessed at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/highways-englands-strategic-raodnetwork-initial%20-report. The Strategic Road Network (SRN) comprises the UK’s motorways
and major A-roads.

2.2

The Initial Report sets out HE’s assessment of the current state of the SRN, and its
recommendations on the key challenges and future investment priorities. HE’s Initial Report is
based on its research, evidence base, and its understanding of the needs of road users.
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2.3

The Government is eager to hear road users’ and stakeholders’ views on the proposals within
HE’s Initial Report. Consequently, the Department for Transport (DfT) has issued a consultation
called “Shaping the Future of England's Strategic Roads”. The consultation closes on 7 February,
and can be accessed at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/666965/shap
ing-the-future-of-englands-strategic-roads.pdf

2.4

The DfT will use the consultation responses and HE’s Initial Report to inform the second Road
Investment Strategy (RIS2). RIS2 will set out the strategic vision for the SRN, the performance
specification that Highways England must deliver, a 5-year investment plan for new
enhancements, maintenance and renewal, and a statement of the funds available to achieve
this.

2.5

The DfT intends to publish RIS2 in 2018/19, for delivery between 2020 and 2025. This time
period is known as ‘Road Period 2’ (RP2).

2.6

The consultation states that investment in the SRN will be funded by National Roads Fund
(NRF), that is financed directly from Vehicle Excise Duty paid by motorists.

2.7

This report will now summarise the important elements of HE’s Initial Report. The KMEP Board
is asked to consider HE’s proposals, and then discuss and amend KMEP’s draft consultation
response found in appendix A.

3

Highway England’s proposals contained within their Initial Report

3.1

Proposed Key Challenges

3.1.1 In the Initial Report, HE identifies 7 key challenges that need to be addressed:








3.2

Increasing safety: Improving the safety of all road users & road workers, striving to meet
HE’s zero harm target
Providing better journeys every day: Operating & enhancing the SRN to increase capacity
& unblock bottlenecks – delivering reliable & fast journeys
Extending the life of the network: Maintain & improve infrastructure, protecting the SRN
& safeguarding it for the future
Supporting economic growth: Linking people, communities, businesses, & transport hubs,
enabling regional, national, & international connections
Making roads work for everyone: Providing for the needs of all road users – not just
motorists
Working more harmoniously with our environment: Making a positive impact on the
environment, surrounding landscapes, & local communities
Planning for the roads revolution: Preparing our roads today to ensure that the SRN is
ready for, & resilient to, the world of tomorrow

Proposed Investment Priorities for RIS2

3.2.1 The Initial Report then sets out 27 investment priority areas, aligned to 3 themes. The proposed
investment priorities are listed overleaf:
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Investment
Priority Area
1) Customer
Service

HE proposal in Initial Report
Theme 1: Operational Priorities
HE proposes to create and deliver a five-year customer service strategy. Its
objective is to ensure road users:
 trust HE and the work it is delivering is beneficial to their journeys;
 recognise HE cares about them and their experience while travelling on
the SRN, and
 value the level of service provided by HE staff and its supply chain.
HE is developing a plan (to be revised annually) that details how it will deliver
its customer service strategy. A set of customer service standards will support
the plan.
HE will look to update how it makes investment decisions to expand on
traditional economic analysis to properly capture scheme benefits which
matter most to road users.
To ensure HE can track the level of customer service, HE is developing a
customer service maturity model through which it will be able to compare
customer service levels against other organisations with the aim to continue to
drive continued improvements in customer service.

2) Better
Information

Better information refers to managing incidents quickly, giving information
about planned disruption, and giving live information about delays when they
do occur. These enhanced capabilities require operational investment, and a
change in approach.
One changes proposed is the DfT provides HE with greater freedom and
remove the existing restrictions on messages limit to maximise the benefits
that Variable Message Signs could bring.
During RP2, HE wants to continue proactive dissemination of real-time
information directly to connected vehicles or via notifications to partner apps
on mobile devices/GPS to rapidly and easily inform users of changes to their
journey.
HE wants to explore providing integrated travel information with public
transport services. To achieve this, HE will look to improve its IT to allow a
quick and effective interface.
This helps address the key challenge: Providing better journeys every day

3) Better
Roadworks

Road users want roadworks which are dynamic and adaptive, and feel
proportionate.
HE’s intention is to communicate better with road users so they:
 are aware of the purpose and benefits of the roadworks,
 trust the information HE gives, and
 feel the roadworks are proportionate to the benefits delivered, and
 recognise why some measures must be put in place to ensure the safety
of the people who are delivering them.
To deliver road works that work for all motorists, HE proposal is that they may
complete roadworks in shorter sections than has been recent practice, as well
as changing the working hours on some roads.
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This helps address the key challenge: Providing better journeys every day
4) More Reliable
Journeys

In RP2, HE proposes to inspect the condition of diversion route signage on the
SRN, identify where there is a lack of diversion routes, and bring these routes
up to agreed standards.
HE proposes to review its regime for winter maintenance, and make updates to
design standards to take account of climate change in flood risk planning for
roads, and greater extremes of temperature.
HE proposes to invest in replacing its fleet of winter vehicles during the next 510 years.
HE wishes to investigate whether it can roll the Traffic Officer service out to the
busiest A-roads.
This helps address the key challenge: Providing better journeys every day

5) Seamless
Journeys

Through a series of technology projects and hardware solutions, HE wishes to
drive greater sharing of data with the neighbouring Local Highway Authorities
to improve traffic flow. This will include opportunities to integrate the traffic
signal system with local authority systems.
This helps address the key challenge: Supporting economic growth

6) Managing
more smart
motorways and
expressways

HE wants to install stopped vehicle detection systems on the expanding
network of smart motorways and expressways, to automatically detect broken
down cars. This will allow HE to place red X signs to show a lane is closed and
to dispatch traffic officers to the scene. This will require more financial
resource.
This helps address the key challenge: Supporting economic growth

7) Preparing for
connected &
automated
vehicles (CAV)

HE supports the DfT’s vision that fully self-driving cars, without a human safety
operator, will be on UK roads by 2021.
HE proposes to explore the role for private sector in delivering 5G
infrastructure to support CAVs. It will also investigate how it can adapt its
roadbuilding to support vehicles of the future. For example, HE could improve
cat’s eye technology and line marking so that they can be detected by CAVs
and vehicles with lane-assist technology.
During RP2, HE proposes to collaborate more closely with car manufacturers,
developers and other providers that are embracing CAVs’ development
HE wants to maximise the use of data and analytics to improve traffic
management; this could be used to generate demand maps. By harnessing
data, HE could potentially create a timetable for roads with expected journey
times.
This helps address the key challenge: Planning for the roads revolution

8) Supporting
electric vehicles

HE aims for all road users to be within 20 miles of a charge point on 95% of the
SRN by the end of this road period.
This helps address the key challenge: Working more harmoniously with our
environment
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Theme 2: Infrastructure
Priorities 9 to 19 help address the key challenge: Extending the life of the network
9) Road Surface
HE wishes to deliver an improvement in overall road surface condition, while
making choices that favour lower whole life costs (i.e., HE would invest more to
intervene earlier, or renew to a deeper level if that gave the surface a longer
lifetime).
10) Structures

HE wishes to maintain safe structures, while making steady, positive progress
in improving structure condition and strengthening where desirable.

11) Drainage

HE wishes to proactively invest in improving drainage condition, in order to be
resilient against future stresses and to reduce the impact on other assets.

12) Geotechnical

HE wishes to regularly inspect all geotechnical assets to better understand
their conditions and deliver timely interventions where needed.

13) Vehicle
Restraint
Systems
14) Lighting

HE wishes to continue to replace steel central reservation barriers with
concrete where it is possible and cost-effective.

15) Road Signs &
Markings

HE wishes to proactively maintain and repair these ancillary assets to enhance
customer experience, including improving signage of diversion routes off the
network.

16) Tunnels

HE wishes to maintain safe and serviceable tunnels, and move towards
establishing a consistent standard of operation for all tunnels.

17) Soft Estate

HE wishes to restore the estate condition in order to deliver landscape and
heritage objectives, and support a net gain in biodiversity by 2040.

HE wishes to establish a sustainable portfolio of lighting assets, balanced
against social, economic and environmental needs.

18) Traffic Signals HE wishes to maintain the condition of technology assets to the level required
& Roadside
to support operational management of the network.
Technology
Theme 3: Enhancement
19) Completing
HE proposes to complete the construction of schemes included in RIS1 and
RIS1 schemes
announced in this road period.
Completing these schemes will take up a significant proportion of any funding
available in the early years of RP2. Hence RIS2 schemes are likely to be
scheduled for 2023 onwards.
20) Strategic
In RIS1, the DfT announced 6 strategic studies would be undertaken on the
studies and other SRN; these were:
studies
 M25 South West Quadrant
 Oxford to Cambridge Corridor
 A1 East of England
 Midlands Motorway Hub Study
 Trans-Pennine Study
 North of England Wider Transport Connectivity Study
 Manchester North West Quadrant
 Northern Trans-Pennine.
HE proposes that these studies should form a long-term programme of delivery
over successive road periods.
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21) RIS1 for RIS2
studies (Schemes
to be developed
in the next road
period).

In RIS1, the DfT asked HE to identify and design solutions for 15 locations, with
the aim that they could be ready to enter the planning process and
construction in the next road period if an appropriate solution could be
identified which offers good value for money.
These are:
 A3 Guildford
 Lower Thames Crossing
 A12 M25 to Chelmsford
 A417 ‘Missing link’ at Air Balloon Roundabout
 A12 Colchester Bypass widening
 A45 Stanwick to Thrapston
 M1 junctions 19-23A
 M5/M42 Birmingham Box Phase 4
 A46 Newark Northern Bypass
 A1(M) Doncaster Bypass
 M1 junctions 35A-39 – smart motorways
 M60 Simister Island Interchange
 M1/M62 Lofthouse Interchange
 A1 Redhouse to Darrington
 A64 Hopgrove junction

22) Smart
upgrades to the
busiest
motorways

The DfT asked HE to provide a core network of smart motorways which
connect the UK’s biggest cities (London, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds and
Bristol) in RIS1. HE proposes to continue to work towards achieving this goal in
RIS2.
HE also proposals to change the way it manages the smart motorways
programme: Rather than managing the smart motorways enhancements as
individual schemes, HE will deliver new sections as one continuous
programme. This gives HE flexibility to focus on ‘priority areas’.
This helps address the key challenge: Supporting economic growth

23) Developing
Expressways

HE proposes a phased implementation approach for expressways that would
allow the ambition to be delivered in full over time while still allowing many of
the benefits to be delivered sooner:
Phase 1: a 2-3 lane dual carriageway, with no roundabouts, traffic lights or
right turns on the main carriageway, some alternative provision for vulnerable
road users, such as cyclists, and slow-moving vehicles.
Phase 2: replacing central reservation barriers with safer, rigid concrete
barriers for these high flow A-road sections.
Phase 3: introduction of technology and operational changes, including Traffic
Officer patrol and emergency areas.
Phase 4: motorway designation of the complete corridor.
To achieve this, the first step is to take forward expressway schemes that
were referred to in RIS1, such as the A303 schemes. HE then wants to lay the
foundation of the expressway network with the next phase of schemes.

24) New Schemes HE will use it ‘Analytical Methods to Inform RIS2’ tool, in combination with its
understanding of the network and of the delivery challenges presented by
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individual schemes and programmes, to work closely with the DfT to select a
choice of enhancements.
25) Tackling local
priorities fund

HE wishes to work with the DfT to develop a fund in RP2 that would
be delivered at a regional level and could respond to local priorities and
emerging issues through smaller schemes, to address local safety, capacity and
journey time priorities.
This helps address the key challenge: Increasing safety

26) Co-ordination HE proposes to work closely with the DfT, Heathrow Airport and HS2, to ensure
with HS2 and
the SRN supports access to the new HS2 stations and takes into account the
Heathrow
long-term future demand for access to Heathrow.
Expansion
This helps address the key challenge: Supporting economic growth
27) A stable
pipeline of
improvements

3.3

HE wishes to have a pipeline of schemes – at different stages of development
(from design, to going through planning consent, to ready to start
construction). This pipeline will help smooth expenditure and disruption.

Proposed road classifications

3.3.1 In addition to these 27 suggested priorities, HE proposes that investment in the SRN should
work towards standardising routes around 4 road classifications over the next 20 years. HE
believes these 4 classifications would help addresses the key challenge: Providing better
journeys every day. The following table shows the proposed classifications:

Classification:

Diagrams indicating the common features HE expect each classification of road
to have:

Smart
motorways
Will serve routes
with highest
demand.
Will evolve, taking
advantage of new
technologies.
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Motorways
Will continue to
function in their
current form .

Expressways
Will deliver greater
safety & less
congestion through
better design, onroad response &
technology to
busiest A-roads
while keeping road
layouts and driving
practices familiar
for motorists.

All-purpose
trunk roads
Other strategic Aroads.
Will continue to
provide vital
connectivity to
significant parts of
the country,
particularly the
more remote
areas.
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3.4

Proposed Designated Funding

3.4.1 In the current road period, HE managed 5 designated (ring-fenced) funds. These funds have
allowed HE to address a range of issues by retrofitting the existing road network and taking
advantages of new opportunities to benefit communities, the environment and the economy.
In the Initial Report, HE proposes changing the remit of the 5 designated funds as shown
below:
Existing
Designated
Funds (in RIS1)
Growth &
Housing

Proposed
Designated
Funds (in RIS2)
Growth &
Housing

HE rationale for new designation (where applicable):

Same as before.
The fund will help us progress schemes required to unlock
growth by supplementing developer contributions and other
sources of funding.
This helps address the key challenge: Supporting economic
growth

Environment

Wellbeing &
Environment

A more holistic environment fund that covers human wellbeing,
and the natural, built and historic environment. This would
enable HE to continue a green retrofit – tackling impact from
noise and air quality on communities and habitats near roads,
and reducing the landscape impacts of traffic, signage and
lighting. This fund could also support the roll-out of electric
charging points.
This helps address the key challenge: Working more
harmoniously with our environment

Cycling, Safety
& Integration

Connecting
Communities

A fund to support more, safer and better links for pedestrians,
cyclists and equestrians. For example, the fund could be used to
make improvements to bus stops along A-roads or to improve
coach facilities.
This helps address the key challenge: Making roads work for
everyone

Innovation

Innovation

Same as before.
Funding can progress projects to exploit innovative technologies
and techniques in road construction, maintenance and
management, and improving safety and customer service.
This helps address the key challenge: Planning for the roads
revolution

Air Quality

Roadside
Facilities

This fund could help us deliver better roadside facilities on
motorways and A-roads.
This helps address the key challenge: Increasing Safety
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3.5

Proposed Future Studies:

3.5.1 The government may wish to progress a range of different studies during RP2, tackling a wide
range of connectivity and resilience issues. HE’s suggestions for studies which merit further
investigation include:
 Free flow junctions – A strategic network assessment of need to create free-flow
connections at key SRN-to-SRN junctions.
 Last mile improvements – Assessment of priorities for investment and ownership options
to create improved end-to-end Journeys to/from key economic destinations especially
international gateways.
 Integration hubs – Investigate potential to improve multi-modal integration (for example,
strategic park and ride) by creating opportunities for better multimodal journeys and
assessing the potential of better integration to relieve congestion on the SRN.
 Key route upgrades – Assessment of key routes which may require long-term upgrades.
Based on HE’s initial analysis this could, for example, include a study to investigate the
potential benefits of upgrading the entire A1 in England to motorway, options for further
upgrading the M60 South East quadrant, and building in greater resilience on the M6
corridor between Manchester and Birmingham.
 Orbitals – Study to investigate the strategic case for the development of strategic orbital
routes to provide better end-to-end journeys, relieve congestions in cities, to reflect
increased urbanisation, and to provide improved integration with public transport.
3.6

Proposed HE performance measures:

3.6.1 The Initial Report does not list the proposed HE performance indicators. Rather the Initial
Report contains a HE proposal that the new performance specification has fewer outcome
areas, but with associated performance indicators that are of greater priority to road users.
3.6.2 HE requests that the next performance framework is split into 2 parts. Part 1 would inclu de
information and performance data that will be of interest to road users. Part 2 would contain a
range of performance measures and targets which Office of Rail and Road (ORR) would
monitor. These would be measures that HE can more clearly influence. HE believes it should
not be penalised for missing targets because of factors outside its control.
3.7

Other proposals and points contained within HE’s initial report

3.7.1 The 7 key challenges, 27 investment priority areas, 4 road classifications, 5 delegated funds, the
proposed future studies, and the proposed HE performance measures (described already) form
the core of the proposals within the Initial Report. The questions within the DfT’s consultation
(Shaping the Future of the Strategic Road Network) are focussed on learning the views of road
users and stakeholders on these proposals.
3.7.2 Nevertheless, KMEP may be interested in the following commentary that is included by HE in
the Initial Report:
 Section 6.1.1 of the Initial Report refers to the need to have a talented skilled HE
workforce and equip them with the tools and process to do their jobs. Some of the
measures to achieve this include:
o Bringing highly skilled staff from the supply chain into HE’s operational teams, to build
asset management capability.
o Expanding HE’s capabilities in both programme and project management, and legal
and contract management.
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o Reorganised HE’s engineering and technical specialists to develop capability. HE will
also promote career paths in engineering.
o Significantly enhancing HE’s IT capability.
o Creating customer service director roles.
o Running safety leadership programme to develop the safety culture.
o Running a leadership development programme.
o Developing leadership capability in supply chain through the sector-wide Roads
Academy.
o Recruiting 100+ graduates each year to 2021.
o Run a Women Returners programme to support workforce gender balance.
In Section 6.1.2 of the Initial Report, HE states that as part of delivering RIS1, it is placing
increasing demands on its supply chain in terms of the levels of spend, requiring an uplift
in market capacity and HE expects this to continue into RP2. HE’s Supply Chain Strategy will
continue, which sets the foundation for how HE will work with suppliers.
Section 6.1.3 of the Initial Report states HE is committed to spending taxpayers’ money
well and delivering value for money. To do this, HE is developing a suite of tools that will
help HE to analyse the impacts of its investments faster and more effectively. HE is also
committed to pursuing opportunities to generate private sector investment where
appropriate (e.g. Lower Thames Crossing).
Section 6.1.4 states HE is striving to deliver further efficiencies and value for money. HE is
securing efficiencies by packaging major schemes together, combining renewals and
routine maintenance, better design and improved reliability, as well as finding new and
innovative ways of working. In RIS2, HE will introduce new procurement methods to drive
better value.
In Section 6.2 of the Initial Report, HE proposes that DfT provide one maintenance budget
– rather than splitting it between capital and revenue.

3.7.3 Finally, there is a section within the Initial Report that seeks to forecast how road usage will
change in the future. HE suggests there are 9 key trends that will impact how the public will use
the SRN in the future. The 3 diagrams below show the 9 key trends, and provide extracts from
HE’s commentary about these trends:

Demographic & usage shifts
 Car ownership is decreasing
among younger people.
 Autonomous vehicles will
increase mobility of the elderly.
 HE predicts that the total
population will increase by
16% from 2014 to 2039, which
will result in an increased
demand on the network.

On-demand consumption
Global and regional forecasts
indicate continued growth in
economic outputs. This will
fuel continued consumerism,
trade & result in an
increased demand on the
network.

Connectivity
Improving connectivity is vital for
driving economic growth & supporting
social mobility. The rise of city regions
enables stronger local planning to
complement national strategic
planning. Connectivity is not just about
regions, it is also about linking and
integrating different forms of transport.
Transport modes that work in isolation
are unlikely to remain feasible & HE will
reflect the need for integration.
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Smart assets
Smart infrastructure combines
physical assets with digital
technology to enable faster
response times & proactive
management. Better use of
data presents an opportunity
for smarter interactions with
road users.

Construction innovation
HE needs to understand how the
supply chain is developing
innovative technologies (e.g.
modular & pre-fabricated
components, digital technology,
automation, & smart materials), &
where it would be beneficial to use
these technologies more actively.

Electrification
Forecast advances in battery, fuel cell &
other energy storage technologies,
reductions in costs & improvements in
efficiency will make electricity &
alternative fuel sources technologies
more affordable for ordinary people. The
sales of new petrol & diesel vehicles will
end by 2040. Infrastructure has an
important role in enabling this change, &
during RP1, HE is already rolling out
electric vehicle chargers across the SRN.

Reducing impact, increasing resilience
In the future, the construction &
transport sectors will increasingly
conserve the resources they consume,
& adapt to new ways of operating
which reduce carbon emissions,
improve land-use and biodiversity, &
increase resilience against increasing
demand & a changing climate.

Connectivity and Autonomy
The rise of CAVs is one of the
most significant & potentially
disruptive changes in future
personal mobility. Both
technologies provide
promising opportunities to
meet existing challenges.
However, they will require
changes to infrastructure &
driving protocols which HE
needs to be at the forefront.

Mobility as a Service
Flexible options such as lift-sharing,
car pools & new digitally-enabled
models of transport offer the
potential for real change in how
road users interact with transport
infrastructure. To anticipate this,
HE needs to understand which new
information requirements enable
mobility services & how they may
change patterns of usage &
demand.

3.7.4 While HE recognises the inherent uncertainty in how these 9 trends will play out, HE has sought
to forecast how demand on the network will change over coming decades in light of these
trends.
3.7.5 HE’s forecast predicts that traffic on the SRN will grow by an additional 9% by the start of RP2,
relative to 2015 levels, and by an additional 31% by 2041.
3.7.6 The map overleaf shows where these hotspots are predicted to occur in the core growth
scenario:
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3.7.7 The DfT’s consultation questions and KMEP’s draft response can be found in appendix A. This
report will now consider the second DfT consultation relating to the Major Road Network
(MRN).
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4

Consultation 2: Proposals for the creation of a Major Road Network

4.1

In 2017, the Secretary of State announced his intention to form a ‘Major Road Network’ (MRN)
which will encompass the most important local roads. These are roads currently managed by
local highway authorities, and decisions about investment in these roads are generally made
locally.

4.2

At present, the local road network is funded by a range of grant funding and competitive
funding schemes. These are:
 Highways Maintenance Fund
 Pothole Action Fund
 Integrated Transport Block
 Local Growth Fund
 Large Local Majors Fund
 National Productivity Investment Fund
 Transforming Cities Fund.

4.3

The rationale for creating a new MRN is that the government wants to increase investment on
the most important roads, in order to give the economy an even stronger boost, to unlock
housing and to relieve communities that are overwhelmed by traffic. The DfT foresees road
improvements in the MRN will enable more reliable travel for road users, more certainty over
freight deliveries, and more capacity for journeys that boost the economy.

4.4

The DfT suggests using part of the National Roads Fund (NRF) to finance the investment in the
new MRN. The remainder of the NRF would finance investment in the SRN (see previous
consultation).

4.5

The DfT is now consulting stakeholders and the public on its proposed:
 core principles for the MRN,
 definition of the MRN,
 investment planning process, and
 the eligibility and assessment criteria that will be used to prioritise investment
decisions.
The consultation is called the “Proposals for the Creation of a Major Road Network”, and it
closes on 19 March 2019. It can be accessed via:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/670527/majo
r-road-network-consultation.pdf

4.6

The DfT intends to launch the MRN Programme during 2018.

4.7

Proposed core principles for the Major Roads Network (MRN)

4.7.1 The DfT proposes the core principles for the MRN are:
a) Increased Certainty of Funding – The proposal is to use part of the National Roads Fund to
create a long-term funding stream for the MRN, secured across a number of years. This will
enable investment planning and the creation of a MRN pipeline of investments.
b) A Consistent Network - The proposal is that the MRN will be consistent across England. To
achieve this, it must be defined via a set of criteria and centrally agreed, with the final decision
on inclusions resting with the Secretary of State.
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c) A Co-ordinated Investment Programme – MRN roads can cross numerous local authority
boundaries. By becoming part of the MRN, the roads should benefit from a more co ordinated investment programme.
d) Clear Local, Regional & National Roles – Local authorities will remain responsible for the
roads included in the MRN, however there will be a more joined-up focus on investment
planning in consultation with local, regional and national bodies.
e) A Focus on Enhancement & Major Renewals – Investment of the National Roads Fund in
the MRN will focus on enhancements and major renewals. MRN maintenance will remain
the responsibility of the Local Highways Authority, which will receive separate funding
through existing arrangements. It is a guiding principle that local highways maintenance
funding should not be adversely affected by the creation of the MRN.
f) Strengthening Links with the Strategic Road Network (SRN) – The SRN and MRN
programmes of investment must be complementary and aligned.
4.8

Proposed definition of the Major Roads Network (MRN)

4.8.1 The DfT is proposing a MRN of approximately the same mileage as the SRN (i.e. 4,400 miles). It
is proposing to use a number of quantitative and qualitative criteria to define the MRN.
The quantitative criteria:
4.8.2 The DfT proposes that the latest available traffic flow levels be used to identify roads that
should be considered for inclusion in the MRN. The DfT proposes that 2 criteria should be used:
a) Roads where traffic flow is greater than a defined level (i.e. the most used roads).
b) Roads where traffic flow is greater than a defined level (but lower than in criteria a), and
the proportion of HGV/LCVs on the road is greater than a defined level (i.e. roads that
are of particular economic importance for transporting goods).
In both cases the traffic flow will be measured by the Average Annual Daily Flow (AADF).
4.8.3 In addition, the DfT wishes to consider the inclusion of de-trunked roads (that were part of the
SRN until the early 2000s), where appropriate.
The qualitative criteria:
4.8.4 The DfT wants a coherent and consistent network across the country. To achieve this, it
proposes the following:
 Adding links to join up stretches of road that meet the traffic thresholds to form
continuous sections of road.
 Removing isolated links and those that form part of a corridor where most links did not
reach the traffic thresholds.
4.8.5 The DfT wants to link economic centres (e.g. major conurbations, airports, and ports) via the
MRN. This includes:
 Connecting all towns/cities with a population greater than 50,000 1.
 In specific circumstances, the DfT will consider using the MRN to connect economic centres
with a population below this threshold. For example, towns that contribute substantially to
the economy in peripheral areas.
 Connecting all major ports, airports and key transport hubs not already linked by the SRN.

1

According to the 2011 census, the Kent and Medway towns with a population in excess of 50,000 were: Maidstone,
Gillingham, Dartford, Chatham, Ashford, Rochester, Margate, Tunbridge Wells, Gravesend, F olkestone, & Canterbury.
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4.8.6 The DfT proposes considering roads for inclusion in the MRN that provide key access to the
SRN, or improve resilience if the SRN should experience disruption or require long-term works.
Indicative Map of the MRN in Kent and Medway:
4.8.7 A map of the indicative MRN has been provided as part of the consultation. The indicative MRN
is shown in red and the SRN in blue.

4.8.8 In Kent and Medway, the routes proposed for inclusion in the MRN are:
 A20 between Hollingbourne and Harrietsham
 A292 between M20 Junction 10 and the Canterbury Road junction in Ashford
 A228 between Medway and Tunbridge Wells
 A229 Bluebell Hill
 A249 Detling Hill
 A299 from the M2 Junction 7 to Ramsgate
 A256 from the A2 to the A299
 A259 from the A2070 to Folkestone.
Reviewing and Refreshing the MRN definition:
4.8.9 The DfT proposes to review the MRN every 5 years to coincide with the existing RIS timetable.
This will involve updating and reviewing the data used and the engagement with all bodies
involved in the delivery of the MRN programme.
4.9

Investment Planning Process

4.9.1 The DfT proposes that a Regional Evidence Base (REB) will inform the development of the MRN
Investment Programme. The REB will be data-led and underpinned by rigorous analysis. It will
include:
 an assessment of the overall condition of the existing network and its performance,
 the identification of network-wide issues and priority corridors,
 analysis of potential region-wide solutions and the development of specific
interventions to tackle the issues identified over at least a 5-year period, and
 an assessment of the potential sequencing of the schemes identified.
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4.9.2 The DfT proposes that Sub-National Transport Bodies (where they exist) are best placed to
develop this Regional Evidence Base – using scheme proposals that the local authorities suggest
for potential inclusion. In Kent and Medway, the STB is Transport for the South East (TfSE)
which is currently operating in shadow form. A STB is yet to be formed for Essex and the
counties in the East of England, so the LEPs in that area (including SELEP) would be invited to
form a regional group with the local authorities and the Government, and produce the Regional
Evidence Base.
4.9.3 Once completed, the Regional Evidence Bases would be assessed and prioritised across England
by the DfT, and developed into an MRN Investment Programme, which would be approved by
Ministers. The Regional Evidence Base and MRN Investment Programme would both be
updated every two years.
The Role of Highways England in the MRN Investment Planning Process:
4.9.4 The DfT proposes that Highways England should have a role in the MRN Investment
Programme, as HE is responsible for the SRN, and HE has ‘a good track record on scheme
development and delivery as well as management of its network’.
4.9.5 The DfT proposes HE’s role could include:
 Programme Support: HE could help advice the DfT on the development of the MRN
pipeline.
 Analytical Support: HE could support the DfT analyse the Regional Evidence Bases
 Cost Estimate Support: HE could support the DfT in assessing scheme cost estimates
 Delivery Support: HE could support, if required, local authorities in delivering MRN
schemes.
4.10

MRN Investment Eligibility Criteria

4.10.1 The DfT proposes that MRN Investment Programme contains schemes which will cost
between £20million and £50million to design and construct. In exceptional circumstances,
where there is a very strong case, the DfT would be willing to consider scheme proposals up to
a maximum of £100million.
4.10.2 The DfT proposes that a local contribution (i.e. match-funding) is required towards the final
cost of any scheme within the MRN investment Programme.
4.10.3 MRN schemes should be significant interventions that will transform stretches of the network;
MRN maintenance is outside the MRN Investment Programme’s remit.
4.10.4 The types of schemes that would be eligible for funding are:
 Bypasses or other new alignments to alleviate congestion in villages and towns.
 Missing links – new roads that link existing stretches of the MRN or SRN.
 Widening of existing MRN roads – where there is a known congestion point or safety
risk.
 Major Structural Renewals – on roads, bridges and tunnels on the MRN, where
significant work needs to be done to renew the carriageway or to prevent closure or
punitive weight restrictions.
 Major Junction Improvements – that would improve the performance, flow or safety of
the MRN.
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Variable Message Signs, Traffic Management and Use of Smart Technology and Data –
to raise the performance of the network.
Packages of Improvements – A package may include elements of safety, widening,
junction improvements and new alignment. The package as a whole must have a
coherent and compelling strategic case that is greater than the sum of its parts.

4.10.4 The types of schemes that would usually be ineligible for funding are:
 Schemes on roads which are not on the MRN but simply have a single physical
connection to the MRN.
 Schemes that are wholly on the SRN.
 Public Transport Enhancements
 Bids for non-specific local authority wide packages or funding pots to cover general
improvements of all MRN roads in an area.
4.11

MRN Investment Assessment Criteria

4.11.1 The DfT has set five central policy objectives for the MRN. These are:
 Reduce congestion – alleviating local and regional congestion, reducing traffic jams and
bottlenecks.
 Support economic growth and rebalancing – supporting the delivery of the Industrial
Strategy, contributing to a positive economic impact that is felt across the regions.
 Support housing delivery – unlocking land for new housing developments.
 Support all road users – recognising the needs of all users, including cyclists,
pedestrians and disabled people.
 Support the Strategic Road Network (SRN) – complementing and supporting the
existing SRN by creating a more resilient road network in England (with the MRN
providing resilience to the SRN via the MRN during disruption or planned closures).
4.11.2 The DfT proposes the MRN Investment Assessment Criteria to support the delivery of the
national objectives should be as follows:
Objective
Reduce
congestion

Proposed Assessment Criteria
 Alleviate Congestion
 Environmental Impacts
– Improve air quality and biodiversity
– Reduce noise & flooding risk
– Protect water quality, landscape & cultural heritage sites

Support
economic
growth &
rebalancing

 Industrial Strategy: Support regional strategic goals to boost economic
growth
 Economic Impact: Improve ability to access new or existing employment sites
 Trade & Gateways Impact: Improve international connectivity, e.g. access to
ports & airports

Support
housing
delivery
Support all
road users

 Support the creation of new housing by improving access to future
development sites & boosting suitable land capacity
 Deliver benefits for non-motorised users, including cyclists, pedestrians &
disabled people
 Safety Benefits: Reduce the risk of deaths/serious injuries for all MRN users
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Support the
SRN

5

 Improve end to end journey times across both networks
 Improve journey time reliability
 Improve SRN resilience

Responding to the consultation
5.1

KMEP Board Members are asked to comment on the DfT proposals to create a Major Road
Network. The DfT’s consultation questions are shown in paragraph 5.3 below. Views can be
provided at the KMEP Board meeting, or supplied after the meeting. Please could any written
comments to inform the consultation response be sent to the KMEP Strategic Programme
Manager by Monday 26th February 2018. Thank you.

5.2

KMEP’s views will be used to draft its consultation response, which will be circulated by
electronic procedure for approval in early March.

5.3

The DfT’s consultation questions on the proposal to create a Major Road Network are:

Q1.
Q2.
Q3.
Q4.

Q5.

Q6.
Q7.

Q8.
Q9.

Do you agree with the proposed core principles for the MRN outlined in Ref: para 4.7
the consultation document?
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the quantitative criteria Ref: para 4.8.2
outlined in the consultation document and their proposed application? & 4.8.3
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the qualitative criteria
outlined in the consultation document and their application?
Have both the quantitative and qualitative criteria proposed in the
consultation document identified all sections of road you feel should be
included in the MRN?

Ref: para 4.8.4,
4.8.5 & 4.8.6

Have the quantitative or qualitative criteria proposed in the
consultation document identified sections of road you feel should not
be included in the MRN?
Do you agree with the proposal for how the MRN should be reviewed
in future years?
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the roles outlined in the
consultation document for: local bodies, regional bodies, and national
bodies.
What additional responsibilities, if any, should be included? State at
which level these roles should be allocated.
Do you agree with our proposals to agree regional groupings to support
the investment planning of the MRN in areas where no sub-national
transport bodies exist?

Ref: para 4.8.7
& 4.8.8

Ref: para 4.8.7
& 4.8.8

Ref: para 4.8.9
Ref: para 4.9.2
& 4.9.3
N/A
Ref: para 4.9.2

Q10. Are there any other factors, or evidence, that should be included within Ref: para 4.9.1
the scope of the regional evidence bases?
Q11. Do you agree with the role that has been outlined in the consultation
document for Highways England?

Ref: para 4.9.4
& 4.9.5

Q12. Do you agree with the cost thresholds outlined in the consultation Ref: para 4.10.1
document?
Q13. Do you agree with the eligibility criteria outlined in the consultation
document?

Ref: para 4.10

Q14. Do you agree with the investment assessment criteria outlined in the Ref: para 4.11.2
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consultation document?
Q15. In addition to the eligibility and assessment criteria described what, if N/A
any, additional criteria should be included in the proposal?
Q16. Is there anything further you would like added to the MRN proposal?

N/A
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Appendix A: Potential draft KMEP response to Shaping the Future
Please note this has not been endorsed by KMEP to date – It is DRAFT.

Shaping the future of England's strategic roads (RIS2)
Personal details
1.

Are you responding as:
An Individual
On behalf of an organisation

Organisational details
2.

Your organisation's name?

Kent and Medway Economic Partnership (KMEP).
KMEP’s membership includes:
 17 business leaders selected by the wider Kent and Medway business community.
 The Leader of the County Council (Kent)
 The Leader of the Unitary Council (Medway)
 The Leaders of all 12 District Councils
 Higher Education Representation (via Canterbury Christ Church University)
 Further Education Representation (via Mid-Kent College)
3.

What category best represents your organisation?

Local Enterprise Partnership - The South East Local Enterprise Partnership deploys a
federated structure due to its size and scale. KMEP is the federated board covering Kent and
Medway.
Initial report proposals
4.

Do you think Highways England's proposals will deliver what users of the SRN
want?
Yes
No
Don’t Know

5.

If you answered no, what could be done differently?

KMEP generally supports Highways England’s proposals, however, it does have a few
concerns which are as follows:
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Reference to international gateways: KMEP welcomes the reference in the key challenges
‘to supporting economic growth by enabling regional, national and international connections’.
However, it notes that, within the 27 investment priority areas and the proposed future
studies, a greater onus is placed on reliving congestion in cities and providing key route
upgrades between the UK’s largest cities, over and above connecting UK plc with
international markets.
According to Highways England’s previous ‘Road to Growth’ report, the cost of congestion to
the freight industry will be £14 billion in 2040 from a sector that provides 9% of GDP. In
addition, 24% of businesses cite the quality of connections to international gateways as a
barrier to exporting.
The Port of Dover lies within Kent, and £121bn of trade passed through this border crossing
last year. Indeed, 17% of the UK’s trade in goods by value now passes through the Port.
In 2016, there were 2.6m freight vehicles that passed through the Port, and a further
1.6million freight vehicles through the Channel Tunnel. The 2017 values are forecast to be
higher, and will probably grow further as Calais is set to double in size by 2021.
Furthermore, the Government forecasts that Roll-on Roll-off traffic will grow by 101% by
2030. This would equate to 3.8 million HGVs using Dover per annum. It is clear that where
the road network inhibits the ability of business to import and export, the UK’s
competitiveness is also inhibited.
In light of this, KMEP wishes to propose that an additional investment priority should be
added to the existing 27. This investment priority would be linking the international markets
with UK plc and its largest cities. Consequently, we would urge investment is made to
upgrade the SRN on routes to key international hubs, such as Heathrow and Gatwick
Airports, the Ports of Dover, Tilbury and Southampton (etc).
In particular to our locality, we request the dualling of the A2 by Lydden, the reconfiguration
of Brenley Corner (M2 junction 7), and making the M2 a 3-lane motorway for its entire length.
Housing Growth: KMEP urges the DfT and HE to change its key challenge to supporting
economic and housing growth. The recently released Kent & Medway Growth and
Infrastructure Framework shows that 178,600 more houses are planned between 2011 and
2031, resulting in Kent and Medway’s population increasing by nearly 400,000 people
(equivalent to 23% growth by 2031). Looking at a more granular level, this means that by
2031 there will be:
 21.3% more houses in West Kent
 24.5% more houses in East Kent
 24.8% more houses in North Kent
While not all new Kent and Medway residents will be motorists, it is probable that a very high
proportion will rely on the car to access employment, given the rural nature of parts of Kent,
and the relative lack of north-south rail connections.
Planning for the roads revolution: KMEP supports the roll-out of the electrical charging
points and infrastructure that will support CAVs. However, it would ask the DfT and HE to
support the car manufacturing and sales industry by providing greater clarity to the public in a
short timeframe as to where they can charge their electric vehicles. Car retailers have noted
a significant downturn in sales following the government’s announcement that petrol and
diesel car sales will be prohibited after 2040, as the public await technological advancements
and the roll-out of electrical charging facilities.
Planning for the roads revolution: While KMEP supports planning for the future, we also
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call upon the government to ensure the road infrastructure is fit-for-purpose for today’s
existing demand. A key way to address this challenge is to roll-out the 4 road classification
proposed in the Initial Report. In particular, KMEP asks that investment is prioritised to
ensure that motorways have the common features as shown in the Initial Report.
One motorway in Kent is the M2, which opened between 1963 and 1965. It was originally
envisaged that the M2 would run from London to Dover, however this extension never
materialised due to constrained financial resources. The result is that the M2 is classified as a
motorway, but is only 2 lanes in width from junction 4 onwards. The M2 ends at junction 7
(Brenley Corner) and becomes a dualled A-road, before becoming single-lane by Dover.
The M2 is heavily used by HGVs, so the average speed on the M2 is often lower than other
motorways, as motorists are held behind HGVs overtaking one-another on the 2-lane stretch.
It also appears to be more prone to traffic congestion given the fewer lanes.
At the recent business advisory board meeting, the dual carriage way section of the M2 was
identified by business leaders as one of two stretches in Kent with particularly acute traffic
congestion. Canterbury businesses have experienced difficulty in recruiting new staff who live
in towns to the west of the city – and they have cited the traffic delays on the M2 as one of
the top three reasons.
Customer Service: KMEP supports HE proposal to create a 5-year customer service
strategy, and to consider how investment decisions can capture scheme benefits that matter
most to road users. Recognising that the sub-national transport bodies are anticipated to
support the government in transport decisions, nevertheless KMEP (as part of the South East
LEP) would ask that the views of the LEP are still sought, and viewed prominently when
investment decisions are made, given that they represent not only the local authority views,
but those from the business and education communities too.
More reliable journeys: KMEP supports prioritising more reliable journeys. In addition to
improving diversion routes and having better winter maintenance, KMEP suggests that
‘ensuring resilient alternative routes are available’ should feature in the Initial Report. This is
vitally important for Kent when there is cross-channel disruption leading to Operation Stack.

6

Do you think Highways England's initial report proposals will deliver what
businesses want?
Yes
No
Don’t Know

7.

If you answered no, what could be done differently?

KMEP wishes to echo the points already made in answer to question 5; there is a need to:


Prioritise investment in the SRN that supports trade with the International Markets
(e.g improve the routes to the Channel Ports, especially the M2/A2 which has
inadequate capacity in many sections and at its key junctions).



Support the government’s and construction industry’s ambition to accelerate
housing delivery, particularly in the highly-sought after South East property market.
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Roll-out the electrical charging facilities at a fast pace and provide guidance to
the public on where the facilities are, given the announcement has been made that
no petrol or diesel cars will be sold after 2040.



Ensure that the 4 road classifications have the common features shown in the
Initial Report, and invest in the infrastructure so it is fit-for-purpose today.



Continue to consult with the business community via the LEP.



Embed resilience in the Strategic Road Network to make the journeys more
reliable. For example, there are clearly serious consequences for the local
community and the local economy when Operation Stack is in place and the M20 is
closed; major inconvenience and cost are caused to individuals, public bodies and
private businesses. A particular burden is borne by the A20, which becomes heavily
congested with traffic diverted from the M20. The cost of Operation Stack to the Kent
and Medway economy is estimated at £1.45 million per day and the Freight
Transport Association estimate a cost of £250 million per day to the UK economy as
a whole.

Locally, one way to embed resilience in the SRN is to deliver a network of lorry parks or, as
previously planned by the HE, a large permanent lorry area with provision to hold the HGVs
that are delayed by cross-channel disruption. Businesses in Kent and Medway do not foresee
an interim solution, which holds the HGVs on the motorway, as providing a significantly
robust answer to Operation Stack. Businesses have stated that having designated lorry parks
will become even more important after leaving the European Union. A swift solution is
required.
A network of lorry parks would also reduce the instances of inappropriate and sometimes
dangerous overnight lorry parking. The negative impacts of this parking are lorry-related
crime/thefts, reduced road safety, damage to roads, kerbs and verges, environmental health
issues, litter and noise disturbances.
At the most recent Maidstone Economic Board, a business leader (whose HQ is based in an
industrial park on the edge of the town) spoke of lorry drivers using their office grounds as an
outdoor toilet due to the lack of lorry parks and drivers’ facilities. This is resulted in a staff
member at that business being tasked with removing the human waste, as it happens on a
regular occurrence. Building overnight lorry parks are urgently needed in both Kent and
Medway – with over 900 HGV drivers parking on the SRN or local roads every night.
It is very concerning that no reference is made to Operation Stack or the need for lorry
park(s) in Kent and Medway within HE’s Initial Report.
In addition to the comments above, KMEP and the wider Kent and Medway business
community would urge the DfT and HE to accelerate the delivery of the new Lower
Thames Crossing. In the Initial Report, this is shown alongside 14 other schemes that could
enter the planning process and construction in the next road period if an appropriate solution
could be identified which offers good value for money.
The Dartford Crossing and QEII bridge are used by over 50 million vehicles annually and,
over 300 times a year, the Dartford Crossing is closed or partially closed due to incidents. As
a result, we know existing provision at the A282 Dartford Crossing is stifling growth and
restricting trade between the South East and the Midlands and North as well as more locally
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between London, Kent and Essex. The Dartford Crossing is heavily used by freight vehicles
with more than 70,000 freight vehicles using the Dartford Crossing each day and 70% of all
Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) traffic from Dover and Eurotunnel using the crossing.
As this scheme (out of the 15 schemes listed in the Initial Report) has probably the impact on
the greatest number of businesses and residents across the country, we would ask that the
Lower Thames Crossing is prioritised for the RIS2 funding above the other 14 schemes. The
Lower Thames Crossing will boost the local economy, with up to 160,000 houses and
225,000 jobs expected across Kent and Essex as part of the significant growth in the Thames
Estuary.
We would also urge the government to ensure the new Lower Thames Crossing is open by
2027 at the very latest (which is the current project estimate), but preferably by the end of
road period 2.
There also needs to be a holistic approach taken to significant investments on the SRN.
All journeys ultimately start or end on the local road network, and so the connections of the
local road network to the SRN are important.
In particular, with the construction of the Lower Thames Crossing, a package of associated
road improvements must delivered concurrently to the proposal for a new Lower Thames
Crossing, to ensure the new crossing relieves congestion and does not simply displace it to
the next weakest point in the network.
Locally, we would ask the DfT to invest in the delivering of this package of improvements:


Upgrading the A229 and A249, accompanied by improvements to junctions 3
and 5 on the M2, and junctions 5 to 7 on the M20 to allow free flow between the
two motorways without impeding local traffic.



Upgrading M2 Junction 7 at Brenley Corner to improve flows between the A2 and
M2. Junction 7 marks the end of the M2. Traffic wishing to continue on the A2
towards Dover must exist on the slip road, navigate a roundabout which connects
with the local traffic network serving the businesses and residents of Faversham. It
is a location that is well-known for its congestion, particularly at peak times.



Dualling sections of the single carriageway on the A2 north of Dover along
Jubilee Way to Whitfield and near Lydden. Near Dover, parts of the A2 revert
back to single carriageway. Highways England’s modelling says 7 million vehicles
would use a new crossing at Gravesend. If a sizeable proportion of these were to
continue to Dover on the M2/A2 without any upgrade or investment, this will cause
significant congestion in Dover district.



In addition to dualling sections of the A2, KMEP requested that Highways England
considers upgrading the A260 route from Lydden on the A2 to Hawkinge, which can
therefore act as the most easterly rung in the ladder between the M20/A20 and
M2/A2.



As aforementioned, the M2 is still only two-lanes for much of its length;
consideration should be given to expanding this motorway to three-lanes as per its
road classification.
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8.

Do you think Highways England's initial report proposals meet the needs of
people affected by the presence of the Strategic Road Network?
Yes
No
Don’t Know

9.

If you answered no, what could be done differently?

KMEP agrees the initial report proposals, to some extent, meet the needs of the people
affected by the SRN.
We support the greater consideration that has been given to the noise, visual, and air-quality
impacts on residents.
Conversely, we would ask that consideration is given to the severity of impact of the SRN on
communities, in particular with relation to new schemes, where severance may be required.
This is especially important with the delivery of the new Lower Thames Crossing. KMEP
supports Kent County Council’s call for a greater proportion of the route to be in tunnel to
minimise severance of existing communities as well as helping to minimise the noise and
visual intrusion of the new road.

10. Do you agree with Highways England's initial report proposals for:

the 4 road categories & the development of expressways
the operational priorities
the infrastructure priorities
the investment priorities
a local priorities fund
the future studies
the designated funds
the performance measures and targets
11.

Ref. KMEP
paragraph
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2 (#25)
3.5
3.4
3.6

Yes

No

If you said no to any, what could be done differently (referencing the topic)?

Road categories
KMEP agrees with the proposal to concentrate on four road categories of road and welcomes
the development of Expressways as a higher quality form of the trunk roads.
As stated previously, it would ask that the common features shown in the initial report for
each classification are delivered (i.e. the M2 ‘motorway’ becomes 3-lanes in each direction).
On ‘smart’ motorways, we would welcome better levels of information being provided to
drivers (for example on the M26). We appreciate the benefits of taking advantage of the
technology to inform the messages of Variable Message Signs, and support HE having
greater control over the message content that can be displayed. We would suggest HE
explores working closely with companies such as google that can often identify accidents
immediately through cell phone users notifying them. We also ask that HE work closely with
local highway authorities and share journey-time information with them; this would allow the
local authorities to inform motorists on the local road network of any important details that
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pertains to a journey that may include the SRN (i.e. the local authority may be able to advise
motorists to use local roads as a diversion if there were a major accident on the SRN).
KMEP also supports KCC’s request for the M2 between junctions 4 and 7 to become a smart
motorway.
On expressways:
We would welcome the new Lower Thames Crossing becoming a flagship
example of an Expressway, utilising modern technology to improve safety and the
routing of traffic.

The potential to convert the A2 from Canterbury to Dover to an expressway in
future is particularly welcome as this section of trunk road is currently below the
standard and capacity that a strategic route to the Port of Dover requires. The
completion of the dualling and grade separation at junctions from Lydden into
Dover is essential to make this a high quality route capable of carrying increasing
traffic flows associated with the Lower Thames Crossing and Kent’s role as an
international gateway (including a high proportion of HGV movements).

Similarly the A21 south of Tonbridge (heading into East Sussex) is of a far lower
quality than the northern section of the route and increased investment is needed
to bring it up to standard.
Operational Priorities
KMEP supports roadworks being completed in shorter sections. This will improve customer
satisfaction and help combat the perception by motorists that lanes are closed significantly in
advance of road workers arriving to maintain the road.
KMEP also welcomes the inspection of diversion routes, with a view to identifying where
there is a lack of diversion routes. Highways England needs to prioritise high-quality diversion
routes. In many instances these are currently poorly signed and managed, resulting in driver
frustration and also potentially safety issues (particularly at night). KMEP requests that HE
closely engages the local highways authorities in advance of delivering roadworks, so both
parties can ensure diversionary routes are well signposted on the SRN (via VMS signs) and
local road network and additional traffic flow is mitigated, ensuring a high level of customer
service and reduced impact on journeys.
As mentioned previously, we look forward to the swift roll-out of charging points for electric
vehicles.
Infrastructure and Investment Priorities
KMEP support the inspection and proactive maintenance of the infrastructure assets that
form HE’s estate. However, there are schemes that need to be developed for road period 2
for the A2/M2 corridor to complement the new Lower Thames Crossing. Please see our
answer to 7 for more detailed information.
Also, KMEP would invite the DfT to choose the M2/A2 for a Strategic Study. The Initial
Report shows the western stretch of the M2 has a high accident rate, greatly in excess of
most other regions.
Future Studies
One future study proposed is free-flow junctions. KMEP supports Kent County Council’s
request to HE to reconsider its preferred option for the M2 Junction 5 improvements scheme,
so that it can provide a grade-separated junction to allow for free-flow movements on the
A249 north and south through the junction. Highways England’s current proposals for this
junction are not aligned with the Initial Report’s proposal.
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A Local Priorities Fund
KMEP supports the introduction of a tackling local priorities fund to address local safety,
capacity, and journey time priorities. It would be helpful if this fund could accept bids ranging
in value from £5m to £70m. This criterion is proposed as schemes below £5m in value may
be eligible for the National Productivity Investment Fund, and schemes above £70m may be
eligible for the Large Major Scheme Fund, but there is a gap in funding pots between these
two values for schemes that could unlock housing developments, reduce congestion and/or
improve safety.
KMEP would support the fund being developed in conjunction with local highway authorities
so that it reflect local priorities particular to that area.
Designated Funds
KMEP welcomes the classification of the 5 designated funds. We ask for the remit of the new
roadside facilities designated fund to allow local authorities to submit capital bids for lorry
parking facilities.
We support the continuation of the Growth and Housing Fund, as accelerating housing
delivery in a national and local objective.
It would be helpful to have a swifter evaluation and assessment of the designated fund bids.
When KMEP in conjunction with Kent County Council submitted a Growth and Housing Fund
bid in 2016, it took over a year to hear if the bid had been successful.
Performance Measures
A key performance indicator for Highways England could be how it has enabled and
accelerated housing growth. Another indicator could relate to the free-flow of freight,
particularly on route to International markets.
Also, we welcome the proposal of HE to develop a customer service maturity model through
which it will be able to compare HE’s customer service levels against other organisations with
the aim to continue to drive continued improvements in customer service. We would urge a
similar model is produced to compare the cost of road development and maintenance with
other organisations. This would help highlight best practice in delivering value for money and
efficiencies.
11. Are there any other initial report proposals that you do not agree with?
Yes
No
12. State the proposals you disagree with and what could be done differently?
N/A
Future needs
13. Do you agree with Highways England's assessment of the future needs of the
strategic road network (ref: KMEP para 3.7.3 – 3.7.6)?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
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14. If you answered no, how would you change the assessment?
KMEP welcomes HE exploring the 9 key trends that may affect road use in the future. It is
difficult to predict the future in a time of rapid technological change, but we agree these 9
trends are the most probable factors.
In terms of usage shifts, we wish to point out that road vehicle usage by young people may
be falling across the UK, but this is heavily influenced by the other transport opportunities
available. In cities and large urban conurbations with good public transport but few parking
spaces, having a car can deliver few benefits. However, in the more rural county shires, this
trend away from car usage may not be so evident.
In terms of demography, KMEP is surprised by the map within the Initial Report, which shows
the forecast 2041 flow change from 2015. This appears to indicate the M1, M4, M5, and M6
will have over 15,000 vehicles travelling per day on those routes, however the motorways to
the north east and south east of London will have very marginal growth. This includes the
motorways in Kent and Medway.
As the initial report states, traffic growth is driven by a number of trends, including population
and economic growth, car ownership, and travel behaviour:
 Kent and Medway’s population is forecast to increase by nearly 400,000 people
(equivalent to 23% growth by 2031).
 In terms of economic growth in the logistic sector, the Government forecasts that Rollon Roll-off traffic will grow by 101% by 2030. This would equate to an additional 1.2
million HGVs using Dover per annum. Furthermore, the Port of Dover is increasing the
scale of its operations now the Dover Western Docks Project is complete, and the Port
of Calais is set to double in size by 2021all leading to substantial traffic growth.
 In terms of car ownership, given the rural nature of parts of the shire county, we
expect the preference for car ownership to continue – although with an increasing
preference by residents for electric, connected or automated vehicles. Likewise travel
behaviour is likely to reflect that seen in other shire counties.
For that reason, we would be interested to learn more on how this forecast was derived at,
particularly if this data will be used as a factor in investment decisions.
Finally, with regard to future usage, Highways England need to consider local authority
housing targets and how it helps to unlock and accelerate housing growth in areas close to
the SRN.
An example of how new infrastructure on the SRN could facilitate substantial growth in Kent
is the potential new Junction 5a on the M2 south-east of Sittingbourne in the Swale district
where growth is inhibited by the constraints on the SRN, especially at key junctions on the
A249.
We would ask that the RIS 2 includes improvements to the following junctions to enable
housing growth:
 M20 Junction 11 for Otterpool Park Garden Town (where up to 12,000 new homes
could be built over the next 30 years)
 Duke of York Roundabout on the A2 at Whitfield near Dover,
 A2 junctions around Canterbury,
 M20 junctions around Maidstone
 the junctions around the A282 Dartford Crossing, and
 the new Lower Thames Crossing and its junction with the A2
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Aims
Our 5 aims, central to how we aspire to measure success in Road Period 2 (2020 to
2025), are:
 economy, providing investment that yields increased productivity and economic
output
 network capability, we need a network that can meet future demands on it and
support growth for the long term
 safety, England has some of the safest roads in the world and the SRN is the safest
part of all, per mile driven, however this is no cause for complacency and we remain
committed to reducing deaths and injuries on our nation’s roads
 integration, very few journeys start or end on the SRN, almost all will use other
transport networks, we will therefore seek new opportunities for linking the SRN with
local roads, major roads and other modes of transport
 environment, it is vital that we continue to drive the transition to a decarbonised
network that is environmentally and locally sensitive, we will continue to tackle the
negative external impacts of the SRN, and aim for RIS2 to make a positive
contribution to the environment and air quality
15. How far does the initial report meet the government’s aims of:
Doesn’t
meet aim
at all
1
2

3

4

5

Completely
meets
aim
6
7

economy?
network capability?
safety?
integration?
environment?
Which aims could Highways England do more to meet and how?
Economy & Network Capability
KMEP urges greater emphasis is placed on the delivery of national housing targets, and the
need for the road network (including the SRN) to serve new development.
Integration
Supporting more schemes that increase capacity at motorway junctions, and provide new
junctions, would help to meet the integration aim.
Environment
KMEP welcomes the emphasis on the environment, but would urge air-quality to have more
importance in the document. Pollution poses a substantial health risk, and would want a
greater onus (both in terms of priority and funding) on improving the air quality. Many Air
Quality Management Areas (AQMA) fall below legal limits as a result of the SRN, for example
the Dartford Crossing.
Other questions
16. Do you think there should be any change in the roads included in the SRN?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
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Roads
17. Which roads would you propose are added to or removed from the SRN, and why?
KMEP supports Kent County Council’s request that the following roads are added to the
SRN:
 A229 Blue Bell Hill (M2 Junction 3 to M20 Junction 6)
 A249 Detling Hill (M2 Junction 5 to M20 Junction 7)
 A299 Thanet Way from M2 Junction 7 (Brenley Corner) to the Port of Ramsgate
The rationale is:
 Both the A229 and A249 form key strategic links between the M2 and M20, and are
used by motorists and HGV to switch between the two.
 Traffic flow on the A229 and A249 is forecast to increase once the new Lower Thames
Crossing opens.
 The roads link major centres of population:
o the A229 links Maidstone (population circa 125,000) to the Medway towns
(population circa 280,000);
o the A249 links Maidstone (population circa 125,000) to Sittingbourne (population
circa 46,000).
o The A299 links the Thanet towns (e.g. Margate, Ramsgate and Cliftonville, whose
combined population is circa 240,000) with towns to the east, such as Whitstable
(population circa 30,000) and Sittingbourne (population circa 46,000).
 The A299 carries 40,000 vehicles a day.
 The A299 is the road to the Port of Ramsgate.

Other questions
18. Is there anything else we need to consider when making decisions about
investment in the network?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
19. If yes, what other factors do you want considered?
As aforementioned, KMEP would urge the DfT and HE to consider the following factors when
making decisions about the investment in the network:


Prioritise investment in the SRN that supports trade with the International Markets
(e.g improve the routes to the Channel Ports). These routes could be identified by the
high freight traffic volumes.



Support the government’s and construction industry’s ambition to accelerate
housing delivery, particularly in the highly-sought after South East property market.



Roll-out the electrical charging facilities at a fast pace and provide guidance to
the public on where the facilities are.



Ensure that the 4 road classifications have the common features shown in the
Initial Report, and invest in the infrastructure so it is fit-for-purpose today.
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Continue to consult with the business community via the LEP.



Embed resilience in the Strategic Road Network to make the journeys more
reliable.



Deliver a network of lorry parks (where lorries can park overnight), and a
permanent solution for Operation Stack that keeps the M20 and M2 clear. This is
urgently needed, given the imminent withdrawal from the EU on 29 March 2019.



Accelerate the delivery of the new Lower Thames Crossing, and provide
sufficient finance from the National Roads Fund.



Take a holistic approach taken to significant investments on the SRN. In Kent
and Medway, this would involve delivering a package of associated road
improvements concurrently to the proposal for a new Lower Thames Crossing, to
ensure the new crossing relieves congestion and does not simply displace it to the
next weakest point in the network.

Analysis balance
20.
Does the analytical approach taken have the right balance between ambition,
robustness, and proportionality (ref: KMEP para 3.7.3 – 3.7.6)?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
21.

What do you suggest we do differently?

KMEP asks that the modelling of future traffic flows gives due consideration to:
 Future traffic demand due to projected growth in HGV traffic arriving at the Ports.
 Future Housing Growth (the Kent & Medway Growth and Infrastructure Framework
shows that 178,600 more houses are planned between 2011 and 2031, resulting in
Kent and Medway’s population increasing by nearly 400,000 people (equivalent to
23% growth by 2031).
 The changes to and growth in traffic flow resulting from the new Lower Thames
Crossing.
 The impact of the A2 Bean and Ebbsfleet junction improvements.
 The context of the area, in terms of other public transport options. For example, young
people may reduce car usage if there are alternative forms of transport available,
however in rural areas, car usage by the young may increase.
Final comments
22. Any other comments?
Although not within the scope of the Initial Report, we wish to raise the issue of local highway
authority maintenance budgets.
Many local roads in Kent and Medway often carry large volumes of freight traffic and as a
result require regular maintenance. This, coupled with the reduction in local authority
budgets, result in the highway authorities being dependent upon government funds such as
the Challenge Fund to maintain these important elements of the network.
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According to Major Road Network Consultation, English local highway authorities receive a
total of £6.2 billion to maintain their local road networks (of circa 220,000 miles). In contrast,
HE was granted £15.2 billion to deliver the RIS on the SRN, which is 4,400 miles in length.
We would urge the DfT to increase the grant funding for local road maintenance.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 6
Date:

29 January 2018

Subject:

Rail Services from Kent and Medway to the Thameslink Core Stations in London

Report author:

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager

Summary
At the last KMEP meeting on 23rd November, Board Members requested the KMEP Chairman wrote
to Govia Thameslink Railway (GTR) to express their strongest concern on the delayed introduct ion of
the Thameslink train service from Sevenoaks to Welwyn Garden City, and the train service from
Maidstone East to Cambridge. When introduced, both these train lines would travel through the
Thameslink core stations. The core stations are: London Blackfriars, City Thameslink, Farringdon , and
London St Pancras International.
GTR agreed to meet with KMEP representatives as a result of the correspondence, and on 19 th
January 2018, Phil Hutchinson (GTR Head of Strategic Planning, who has been leading on phasing
plans with the DfT) and Scott Brightwell (GTR Operations Planning Manager) met the KMEP
Chairman, the CEO of the Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce, the Leader of Maidstone Borough
Council, and the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager. The meeting was constructive and, on its
conclusion, it was agreed that Scott Brightwell and Phil Hutchinson would come to the KMEP Board
meeting on 29th January 2018 to meet the wider board, and listen to their concerns.
KMEP has asked the DfT if a member of its South Eastern Rail Franchise Team could also attend on
29th January – given the interlink between the Thameslink proposals and the new South Eastern Rail
Franchise.
This report provides the KMEP Board Members with information regarding the Thameslink Services
to help support the discussion on 29 th January.
The Board is asked to:
 Consider in advance of the meeting the questions it may wish to pose to GTR representatives.

1.

An overview of the Thameslink Programme (information taken from the NAO Report2)

1.1

The Department for Transport (DfT) is sponsoring the Thameslink programme, a £7.5bn
investment in the railway designed to respond to the significant growth in passenger demand in
London and the South East. The DfT expects passenger journeys in this region to increase by
46% from 2011 to 2033. The DfT became sponsor for this programme in 2005.

2

Update on the Thameslink programme | National Audit Office Report | Published 23 Nov 17 | HC413
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1.2

The Thameslink Programme, once complete, will enable 24 trains per hour (tph) to pass
through central London each way at peak times from across the wider South East region . The
map below shows the proposed routes on the Thameslink Programme:



As the map shows, the Thameslink Programme includes 3 train routes that originate within
Kent and Medway. These services are:
 Rainham (Medway) to Luton – 2tph all day service proposed
 Sevenoaks to Welwyn Garden City – 2tph all day service proposed
 Maidstone East to Cambridge – 2tph all day service proposed



The Thameslink Programme requires new infrastructure, new trains and new train services.
Each of these three inter-related projects are described overleaf.
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1.6

Infrastructure:
Network Rail is delivering the infrastructure and obtained planning consents for the work in
2006. The DfT put a protocol agreement in place with payment milestones and financial
penalties to incentivise Network Rail to deliver the infrastructure wo rk to time and cost.
The total budget for the Thameslink Programme infrastructure is £5.5 billion and is split into
two phases:
 Phase one (£2.4 billion): remodelling Blackfriars and Farringdon stations, extending the
platforms between Bedford and London, upgrading signalling, and providing stabling
facilities for trains. This phase was completed in December 2011.
 Phase two (£3.1 billion): remodelling of London Bridge station and the track approaches,
and works to install the new signalling and high-capacity infrastructure for the enhanced
services, and stabling for trains across the network. By November 2017, Network Rail had
rebuilt all 6 terminating platforms at London Bridge station, opened 4 new platforms for
Charing Cross services and 2/3 of the new concourse. It had also brought tunnels at King’s
Cross into use. Network Rail plans to finish the revised track layout at London Bridge in
January 2018, and plans for testing of the new signalling technologies to complete by
December 2018.





1.8

New rolling stock (i.e. train carriages):
The new fleet of 115 Class 700 trains will provide extra capacity due to their length. They also
have supporting hardware and software for the new signalling technologies, which enable 24
tph to travel through central London via ‘automatic train operation’ (ATO). 2 new depots are
needed for these trains. In 2011, the DfT selected a consortium of Siemens (manufacturer) and
Cross London Trains (owner) to build the new trains. The DfT chose to deliver the trains through
a contract similar to a private finance initiative, with lease costs of £1.7 billion. The 2
maintenance depots are financed and constructed by Siemens with lease costs of £0.3 billion.
Siemens and Cross London Trains will recover these costs through lease payments from the
franchise operator, Govia Thameslink.
Following the delivery of infrastructure and new rolling stock, the maximum capacity of the
Thameslink core stations should rise to 30tph. This is above the 24tph proposed for 2018 and
beyond, and greatly exceeds the current configuration where 11 to 12 tph travel through the
core. If 24 tph pass through the Thameslink core, this equates to a train passing through every
2.5 minutes, with a 1 minute stop at the platform.
New train services – delivered by the franchise
To support the delivery of the Thameslink Programme and run the new train services, the DfT
created the Thameslink, Southern, Great Northern (TSGN) franchise, bringing together a
number of franchises that were previously let separately. The aim was for the franchise
operator to maintain passenger services through any potential disruption from the programme,
to introduce the new trains, to plan for and implement the new services, and to lead in bringing
the new train technologies into use. The DfT awarded the franchise to Govia Thameslink
Railway (GTR) Limited in May 2014. The franchise commenced in September 2014. Southern
services became a part of the franchise in June 2015.
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1.9

Programme Governance & DfT’s Sponsorship
The DfT is responsible for specifying the minimum service level requirements for the timetable.
Govia Thameslink is responsible for developing a proposed timetable which meets this
specification and planning for how it will operate the new services. Network Rail is responsible
for planning how it will manage and maintain the network when these services run, and for
ensuring the timetable is compatible with other operators.

1.10 During the development of the programme, the DfT has overseen the delivery of the
programme at a monthly programme board. This board, chaired by the DfT, is attended by
Network Rail, Siemens, Cross London Trains, Govia Thameslink, Southern and Southeastern,
who are also significantly affected by the works at London Bridge. This forum provides a n
opportunity for the DfT to hold industry partners to account across each workstream,
undertake forward planning and resolve programme-level issues and decisions that may involve
more than one industry partner. Govia Thameslink and Network Rail also collaborate through
an alliance board for day-to-day operations and future plans.
1.12 In 2016, Chris Gibb, an Independent Non-Executive Director at Network Rail, was commissioned
to advise the Secretary of State for Transport on how to deliver performance improvements to
train services across the GTR franchise; this commission arose due to the industrial action on
Southern Railways, which is part of this franchise. In his response, Chris Gibb recommended
establishing a new Thameslink Industry Readiness Board to oversee the Thameslink
Programme3. He felt this would accelerate decision-making and prevent ‘passing the buck’
between partners.
1.13 This Thameslink Industry Readiness Board was established in late 2016, and Chris Gibb was
asked to be its chairman. This Board’s role is to independently review, direct and challenge the
industry programme delivering Thameslink 2018. It contains more partners than the monthly
programme board, with other operators from the wider rail industry (such as Virgin Trains East
Coast) attending so they can contribute to planning efforts for the new services, and can
resolve areas that require collective agreement across the regions.
4.

Concerns about Risk

2.1 The National Audit Office (NAO), in their report published on 23 Novemb er 2017, states “the
DfT has underestimated the time needed for Network Rail and operators to develop their
capability to deliver the new services. The plan agreed by the DfT, Network Rail and Govia
Thameslink allowed 4.5 months from January 2018 to build the capability to run 20 tph through
central London in May 2018, and a further 6.5 months for 24 tph after this in December 2018.
Network Rail and Govia Thameslink raised concerns in late 2016 that this did not allow enough
opportunity for testing plans before implementing them”.
2.2 As a result, in 2017, at the request of the DfT, Govia Thameslink developed a proposal to
introduce the new services in more incremental steps. This means that 20 tph would be
introduced in December 2018, and 24 tph peak service in December 2019, a year later than
planned. In October 2017, the DfT decided to implement this plan as a means to reducing the
risks of each service change and allowing lessons to be learned and implemented.

3

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/southern-rail-network-gibb-report
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3.

The impact of this risk mitigation on Kent and Medway

3.1

Direct Services from Rainham to Thameslink core stations

Existing Service:
3.1.1 The Medway Towns currently are served by trains that terminate at London Blackfriars in the
morning peak. The stopping pattern for this service is:
 Rainham (Medway)
 Gillingham (Medway)
 Chatham (Sevenoaks District)
 Rochester (London Borough of Bromley)
 Bromley South or Crofton Park (London Borough of Bromley/Lewisham)
 Elephant and Castle (London Borough of Southwark)
 London Blackfriars (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
3.1.2 It should be noted that this existing service is infrequent with only 2 direct trains arriving at
London Blackfriars between 07:00 and 09:30. The trains take 1 hr 3 min to travel from Rainham
to Blackfriars.
Proposed Service after May 2018:
3.1.3 From May 2018, a new 2 tph service will call at the following stations.
 Rainham
 Gillingham
 Rochester
 Dartford
 Abbey Wood (with Crossrail Interchange)
 Greenwich
 London Bridge
 London Blackfriars (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
 City Thameslink (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
 Farringdon (A Thameslink ‘core’ station – which will have a Crossrail Interchange)
 London St Pancras International (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
 West Hampstead
 St Albans
 Luton Airport
 Luton .
3.1.4 The introduction of this service is not affected by the risk mitigation, and is advantageous to
Kent and Medway. The new route will provide multiple new connections with the new
Elizabeth/Crossrail line at Abbey Wood. It will also enhance connectivity for Dartford
commuters. The route will be operated by 8 car trains which have the same capacity as a 10 car
Networker service. Making this change also allows Thameslink to cascade their existing rolling
stock to use on other lines.
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3.2

Direct Services from Sevenoaks to Thameslink core stations

Existing Service:
3.2.1 Sevenoaks has historically been, and continues to currently be, served by a Thameslink train
services that run to St Albans. The stopping pattern for this service is:











Sevenoaks (Sevenoaks District)
Bat & Ball (Sevenoaks District)
Otford (Sevenoaks District)
Shoreham (Sevenoaks District)
Eynsford (Sevenoaks District)
Swanley (Sevenoaks District)
St Mary Cray (London Borough of Bromley)
Bickley (London Borough of Bromley)
Bromley South (London Borough of Bromley)
Then a further 17 stops in the London Boroughs of Bromley, Lewisham and Southwark,
before calling at:
 London Blackfriars (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
 City Thameslink (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
 Farringdon (A Thameslink ‘core’ station – which will have a Crossrail Interchange)
 London St Pancras International (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
 Then further stops to St Albans.
This train service allows Sevenoaks residents to commute directly to the City of London
and to central London.
3.2.2 In the December 2017 to May 2018 timetable, there are 6 trains from Sevenoaks that are
scheduled to arrive at London Blackfriars between 07:00 and 09:30. The trains take 1 hr 8 min
to travel from Sevenoaks to London Blackfriars.
Proposed Service after May 2018:
3.2.3 From May 2018 to May 2019, the Sevenoaks train service will no longer travel through the
Thameslink ‘core’ stations, but will terminate once it has reached London Blackfriars.
Commuters from Sevenoaks wishing to travel further into London will need to change to an
alternative train line, or take the underground.
3.2.4 In May 2019, it is proposed that the Sevenoaks train service will terminate at Welwyn Garden
City. This service will reinstate the opportunity for Sevenoaks commuters to directly access the
Thameslink core stations.
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3.3

Direct Services from Maidstone East to Thameslink core stations

Previous and Existing Services:
3.3.1 Maidstone East was historically served by a train service which ran to London Bridge, and then
to Charing Cross in the peak. This service was withdrawn entirely in 2009. One reason given at
the time was that Maidstone commuters could use the 3tph High Speed peak service from
Maidstone West to London St Pancras which was being introduced at that time.
3.3.2 Maidstone East is currently served by trains that terminate at London Blackfriars in the morning
peak. The stopping pattern for this service is:
 Barming (Tonbridge & Malling Borough)
 East Malling (Tonbridge & Malling Borough)
 West Malling (Tonbridge & Malling Borough)
 Borough Green & Wrotham (Tonbridge & Malling Borough)
 Kemsing (Sevenoaks District)
 Otford (Sevenoaks District)
 Swanley (Sevenoaks District)
 Bromley South (London Borough of Bromley)
 Elephant & Castle (London Borough of Southwark)
 London Blackfriars (A Thameslink ‘core’ station)
3.3.3 It should be noted that this existing service is infrequent with only 2 direct trains arriving at
London Blackfriars between 07:00 and 09:30. The train takes 1 hr 11 min to travel from
Maidstone to Blackfriars.
Proposed Service after May 2018:
3.3.4 As part of the Thameslink Programme, the intention is to introduce a 2 tph all-day service
from Maidstone East to Cambridge. The first and last service of the day would also be
extended to Ashford International. The Thameslink Programme thus reinstates the journey
opportunities removed in 2009. However, the date when this new service will be
introduced has been deferred on several occasions.
3.3.5 At the start of the new GTR franchise in September 2014, in a meeting with local
stakeholders, Gavin Bostock (GTR Head of Corporate Affairs) and Phil Hutchinson (GTR Head of
Timetable Development) described the draft Thameslink timetable for 2018 onwards. Local
stakeholders were informed that the expectation is that “An initial service will serve Maidstone
East to London Blackfriars from January 2018, and the full service from Maidstone East to all
the core route stations and north from St Pancras will be introduced in May 2018”.
3.3.6 This introductory date was then deferred. In the GTR 2018 Timetable Consultation Phase 2
document4, issued in June 2017, it explained “From May 2018 significant changes will be made
to the timetable in preparation for the final December 2018 timetable. From May 2018 the
whole network will be redesigned with an increased Thameslink peak service of 20 tph
operating through Central London. Existing Southern, Gatwick Express and Great Northern
services will also change. Initially 4 tph in the peaks will not operate through London and will
only operate as far as London Blackfriars (from the south) and will restart from London Kings

4

http://www.flua.org.uk/documents/GTR%202018%20Timetable%20Consultation%20Phase%202%20.pdf
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Cross (from the north) until the high capacity infrastructure becomes available through the
Central London core section. These services are:
 Cambridge to Maidstone East
 Sevenoaks to Welwyn Garden City
3.3.7 As a result of this consultation, local stakeholders were advised the Maidstone East to
Cambridge would be introduced in December 2018.
3.3.8 In a letter of 21st November 2017, Nick Brown, GTR’s Chief operating Officer, wrote to
Stakeholders to inform them of the phased incremental approach to introducing the
Thameslink Services (See Appendix A). The letter states that the Cambridge to London King’s
Cross service will commence in May 2018. However, only in December 2019 will the service be
extended to run from London King’s Cross to Maidstone East.
3.3.9 This date of December 2019 is being advertised to the public currently as to when the new
service will run. However, as the next section on the South Eastern Rail Franchise shows, the
DfT is asking franchise bidders to consider its indefinite deferral.
3.4

The South Eastern Rail Franchise

3.4.1 Kent and Medway are served by two franchises. There is the GTR Franchise, which includes
the Thameslink Programme, which has been discussed in this report. However, there is
also the South Eastern Rail Franchise.
3.4.2 The South Eastern Rail Franchise is out to tender currently. In November 2017, the DfT
issued an Invitation To Tender 5 (ITT) to the three preferred bidders setting out the
minimum service specification. The bidders can choose to provide a level of service in
excess of the minimum specification.
3.4.3 The bidders must submit their franchise proposals by 14 th March 2018. The DfT will then
evaluate the bids, before the Secretary of State for Transport grants consent in November
2018. The next South Eastern Franchise would then commence on 1 April 2019.
3.4.4 For reference, the bidders are: South Eastern Holdings Ltd (which includes Abellio), London &
South East Passenger Rail Services Ltd (which includes Govia), and Stagecoach South Eastern
Trains Ltd.
3.4.5 In the South Eastern Franchise ITT, the DfT ask all bidders to include certain ‘worked examples
of change’ in their bid submissions. One of the DfT chosen Worked Examples is: “The
introduction of Thameslink services to Maidstone East is delayed indefinitely and the South
Eastern Franchisee is required to continue to operate the Maidstone East Services as per the
December 2019 timetable for the remainder of the Franchise Term”.
Maidstone West to London St Pancras Service
3.4.6 As mentioned previously, part of the justification given for removing the Maidstone East to
London Bridge service in 2009, was the introduction of 3 High-Speed tph in the peak period
from Maidstone West to London St Pancras. The calling points on this service are:
 Maidstone West (Maidstone Borough)
 Snodland (Tonbridge & Malling Borough)
5

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/south-eastern-franchise-2017-invitation-to-tender
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Strood (Medway)
Gravesend (Gravesham Borough)
Ebbsfleet International (Dartford Borough)
Stratford International (London Borough of Newham)
London St Pancras International (Thameslink core station)

3.4.7 Worryingly, the ITT also does not suggest the retention of this service in its current form.
Rather, the ITT states bidders should operate 2 High Speed trains between Maidstone West and
London St Pancras, OR bidders can provides 2 trains between Maidstone West and Abbey
Wood that also call at Strood, Gravesend and Dartford.
3.4.8 If bidders choose to select the second option of providing the 2 trains to Abbey Wood, and if
the indefinite delay to the Thameslink Maidstone East services comes to fruition, then
Maidstone commuters will be forced to rely on the existing 2 trains that serve London
Blackfriars from Maidstone East, that take in excess of an hour.
3.4.9 Maidstone is earmarked for strong housing growth, and in 2016 had 166,400 residents living in
the borough. Its population has grown by 15% in the last 10 years. This has led to a growing and
strong demand from commuters for train services to the City of London.
4.

GTR and DfT overarching principles

4.1

At the meeting between KMEP and GTR representatives on 19 th January, Govia Thameslink
explained that there were overarching principles that the DfT had set GTR when consider
phasing options. These were:
a) Reduce the significance and risk of a major timetable change taking place at the same
time
b) Embed new operating principles in a progressive manner
c) Meets key overarching principles that:
 Protect the customer
o Plan does not remove or materially alter routes that are already offered today
o Ensure each phase offers customer benefit through capacity increases,
connectivity and frequency
 Deliver redesigned Southern network as soon as possible
 Ensure a fully integrated plan with Southeastern
 Consistently and incrementally introduce Thameslink trains onto new routes,
protecting existing routes
 Match with timetable development already completed around the six regions in
conjunction with other operators
d) Reliably introduces new technology and operating principles
e) Applies lessons learnt at every stage ensuring the plan provides time for stage gate
decision on whether to implement the next phase

4.2

The Thameslink Franchise is not removing routes that are offered today. However, when
consideration is given to overall impact of the South Eastern Franchise plus the Govia
Thameslink Franchise on the Maidstone commuter, it is clear that GTR’s proposed timetable is
likely to result in the removal of services, and does not protect the customer.
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Appendix A – Letter from Thameslink setting out phased introduction of timetable

21 November 2017
Dear stakeholder
As you know we are modernising and future proofing the biggest rail network in the country, with new
trains operating on new improved infrastructure with new working practices to allow its continued
growth.
A crucial component of this is the complete redesign of the timetables for Thameslink, Great Northern,
Gatwick Express and Southern - the biggest overhaul of the rail service in the south of England since
the sixties - to provide more capacity, new journey opportunities, better spacing of trains, as well as
improved reliability.
This is a huge task which has been in progress for a number of years, including a very detailed
consultation with railway stakeholders and our passengers. The latest phase of the consultation saw
over 10,000 responses which have been reviewed by our dedicated and experienced 2018 timetable
planning team. Where we can, we are incorporating suggested modifications to accommodate local
wishes whilst balancing these with the overall requirements of the timetable specification. We are also
very grateful for the thoughtful input we have had from a range of stakeholders across the network –
they have taken a very keen interest and are helping shape the timetables.
While the final timetable details won't be confirmed and available until the new year, I would at this
stage like to share some key decisions that have been taken around the phasing in of these service
improvements that we expect customers to experience over the next couple of years. This remains
subject to the Network Rail infrastructure works being completed across the route to enable the new
timetable to be fully operational.
We have been asked by the Department for Transport, in designing our proposals, to consider how
best to de-risk the introduction of such a major upgrade. In this respect we have developed the full
timetable introduction through a series of incremental phases.
In total the first phase will immediately give passengers 70% of the programme’s overall capacity
benefits, which include:

Added capacity into London for 35,000-40,000 more passengers in each three-hour peak
across the whole GTR network. As a comparison, 68,000 people travel into London
Bridge station between 8am and 9am.

The full implementation of a new Southern timetable addressing some of the existing
structural problems within the current timetable, bringing passengers greater levels of
reliability.

New cutting-edge Class 700 Thameslink trains across an expanded Thameslink network.

New north-south cross-London connections for Cambridge and Peterborough (via
Gatwick), Littlehampton, Greenwich, Dartford, Medway Towns, East Grinstead and
Horsham.

New links to Gatwick Airport, Eurostar at St Pancras and interchange at Farringdon for
Elizabeth line Crossrail services across central London (from December 2019).

Return of cross-London Thameslink services at London Bridge – up to 12 trains per hour
in the peak, including Bedford to Brighton services.
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Further improvements will then be delivered broadly every six months as part of three additional
consecutive timetable changes, adding still more services to the cross-London Thameslink network
and, finally, new routes between Cambridge and Maidstone East so that, by December 2019, there
will be 24 trains per hour across the centre of London at the busiest times – a tube-like service with
trains every 2-3 minutes.
Phasing the introduction of the new timetable in this way allows us to bring benefits incrementally,
allowing the chance to embed them before the next timetable change. By de-risking the build-up of
new services we will be able to bed down changes both to the service and to the new infrastructure
that Network Rail is providing, giving a more resilient service to passengers.
We are busy finalising the details and are briefing our stakeholders about the planned changes,
including our user groups, councils, business stakeholders and politicians. As part of this effort, we
are also preparing relevant customer communications in order to provide sufficient notice to plan
future journeys.
I include below a summary of the currently anticipated phased Thameslink implementation
programme:May 2018 –
The expanded Thameslink network will provide the following connections:

New direct Thameslink routes through London between:
o Cambridge and Brighton
o Horsham and Peterborough
o Luton and Kent Medway Towns (e.g. Greenwich and Dartford)
o Littlehampton and Bedford
o East Grinstead and Bedford

Faster, seamless journeys: Cambridge to Gatwick Airport 20% faster; Greenwich to Luton
Airport 37% faster; 10-15 minutes quicker to Canary Wharf and Paddington via Crossrail
(Elizabeth Line) at Farringdon

More spacious trains: new Siemens-built Class 700 Thameslink trains, many the size of
21 double decker buses.
18 trains per hour in the peak between St Pancras and Blackfriars: services from Cambridge to
Maidstone East operate between Cambridge and London King’s Cross; Southeastern continues to
operate Maidstone East to Blackfriars. This will double the number of trains on the Catford Loop
(between Bickley and Denmark Hill, via Catford) and two trains per hour will continue across central
London, from Orpington rather than Sevenoaks as today delivering major benefits for passengers.
December 2018 – 20 trains per hour in the peak between St Pancras and Blackfriars: additional 1
train per hour Cambridge-Brighton; additional 1 train in peak Littlehampton – Bedford (50% increase
on existing service).
May 2019 – 22 trains per hour in the peak between St Pancras and Blackfriars: Welwyn Garden City
– King’s Cross trains and Blackfriars – Sevenoaks trains run as joined-up Welwyn Garden City –
Sevenoaks services.
December 2019 – 24 trains per hour in the peak between St Pancras and Blackfriars: Cambridge –
King’s Cross trains (2 trains per hour) extended to/from Maidstone East.
I am sure you will agree that this plan provides the much needed capacity to, and through London,
opening up new journey opportunities to new destinations. The planned timetable is the key enabler
to unlocking the benefits of the government's £7bn improvement programme.
The next key milestone for the programme is this Christmas-New Year when Network Rail will
complete its work at London Bridge. For three years our trains have been using a diversionary route
between East Croydon and London Blackfriars, significantly supressing train performance on the line.
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The culmination of these major works will allow us to run through the station once again, after all our
drivers are re-trained across the route.
I very much look forward to the next couple of years when passengers will gradually see more and
more improvements being delivered on their network.
Kind regards,

Nick Brown
Chief Operating Officer
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 7
Date:

29 January 2018

Subject:

Local Growth Fund 1, 2 & 3: Delivery Progress Report

Report authors:

Lee Burchill, Local Growth Fund Programme Manager, Kent County Council
Helen Dyer, Project Officer (LGF projects), Medway Council

Summary
This report provides an update on the progress in delivering Kent and Medway’s Local Growth Fund
(LGF) programme.
The Board is recommended to:
 Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

1.

Introduction

1.1

£162 million has been allocated from the Local Growth Fund (LGF) round 1, 2 and 3 to capital
projects – primarily transport schemes - in Kent and Medway.

2

Kent and Medway’s forecast LGF spend in 2017/18

2.1

The 2017/18 grant offer letter from central government confirms the grant amount to be paid
and the provisional LGF allocation for the current financial year (2017/18).

2.2

The spend forecast as reported and agreed by the South East LEP (SELEP) Accountability Board
in April 2017, has been set at £31.785m for Kent and £12.296m for Medway. This is the
benchmark for which delivery and spend will be monitored against for the 2017/18 financial
year and will be adjusted based on reporting to the quarterly SELEP Programme Consideration
meetings.

3

Spend Profile for 2017/18

3.1

Total KCC LGF Budget for 2017/18 = £31.785m (Agreed at SELEP Accountability Board on 26th
May 2017)

3.2

Total KCC LGF Forecast Spend for 2017/18 = £20.91m (based on costs up to the end of
December 2017)
 2017/18 Q1 Actual Spend = £3.57m
 2017/18 Q2 Predicted Spend = £2.68m
 2017/18 Q3 Predicted Spend = £4.49m
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 2017/18 Q4 Predicted Spend = £10.19m
3.3

Total Medway LGF Budget for 2017/18 = £12.296m (Agreed at SELEP Accountability Board on
26th May 2017)

3.4

Total Medway LGF Forecast Spend for 2017/18 = £4.749m (based on costs up to the end of
December 2017)





2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

Q1 Actual Spend = £0.175m
Q2 Actual Spend = £0.484m
Q3 Actual Spend = £0.526m
Q4 Predicted Spend = £3.565m

3.5

The current variance (£10.875m) in the predicted spend for 2017/18 across the KCC programme
when compared to the SELEP profile from May 2017 is largely down to the re-profiling of funds
into later years for schemes that have been unable to obtain approval of a business case from
SELEP Accountability Board in this financial year. This is because of the requirement for LGF
schemes to obtain business case approval from the SELEP Accountability Board before funds
can be released and spent by the Local Authority or third parties who are delivering the
schemes.

3.6

The 2017/18 allocations for the following schemes has now been reallocated into future years
to align with revised programmes:
 Fort Halstead (£1.53m)
 Thanet Parkway (£4m)
 Dartford Town Centre Transformation (£0.2m)
 A2 off-slip at Wincheap, Canterbury (£0.354m)
 Leigh Flood Storage Area & East Peckham (£0.091m)

3.7

A proportion of the 2017/18 allocation for the following existing schemes has also been reprofiled into later years, following delays in delivery (with the exception of Ashford Spurs):

Innovation Investment Fund (£1.5m)

Tunbridge Wells Junction Improvements Phase 2 (£0.589m)

Maidstone Integrated transport Package (£1.15m)

Ashford International Rail Connectivity - Ashford Spurs (£2.77m real underspend)

3.8

SELEP have outlined 5 options that are available to the federated areas to deal with
underspend in this financial year (2017/18).
Option 1 - Bringing forward of planned future year LGF spend on schemes in the 2017/18 LGF
Programme
Option 2 - Bringing forward of 2018/19 LGF schemes to spend in 2017/18
Option 3 - Transfer of LGF spend on schemes between partner authorities
Option 4 - Re-profiling of spend between LGF projects and Wider Capital Programme projects
within the Local Authority
Option 5 - Hold of LGF by SELEP between 2017/18 and 2018/19

3.9

As with previous years, the preferred option for both KCC and Medway will be to continue to
identify schemes that can be accelerated to help with wider programme underspend (Option 1
and 2). For the remaining underspend, each local authority will re-profile as much spend as
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possible through a wider capital programme swap (Option 4). Any projects with an allocation in
2017/18 that have not yet received approval by SELEP Accountability Board will have the funds
held by SELEP and carried forward to the next financial year (Option 5).
3.10 The chart below highlights a revised profile of spend for the remaining years of the KCC
programme which will be presented to SELEP at the next Accountability Board meeting on 23 rd
February 2018. The original profile of spend was high in 2017/18 and 2018/19 and lower in the
last two years of the programme, with only £5.45m in 2020/21. In the most recent profile,
there is a far more balanced profile of spend in the last 3 years of the programme and although
there is an additional risk of a higher spend in the final year, there is less pressure in the next
year (2018/19).
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4

Business case development

4.1

Project funding is only secured following the completion of a full project Business Case, its
appraisal by the Local Enterprise Partnership’s (LEP) Independent Technical Evaluator (ITE)
(currently Steer Davies Gleave) and approval by SELEP Accountability Board.

4.2

Across Kent and Medway, approval of a business case is required for a number of schemes
programmed to spend LGF allocation in 2017/18. Appendix B presents the likely forward plan
of business case submissions and approval by the SELEP Accountability Board

5

Scheme delivery

5.1

A Red, Amber, Green (RAG) spreadsheet (shown in Appendix D and E) provides an overview of
progress in delivering all the LGF capital projects in Kent and Medway.
For the KCC programme:
 13 are Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
 10 are Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be
mitigated);
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3 are Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).
1 is not profiled to spend until later in the programme.
6 are completed
1 has been removed

For the Medway programme:
 4 are Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on ta rget)
 2 are Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be
mitigated)
 2 are not profiled to spend until later in the programme.
6

Recommendations

6.1

The Board is recommended to:


7

Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

Appendices:
Appendix A: Business Case Update from last SELEP Accountability Board (Dec 17)
Appendix B: Forward Plan of Business Case submissions
Appendix C: Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating
Appendix D: RAG spreadsheet (Kent County Council schemes)
Appendix E: RAG spreadsheet (Medway Council schemes)
Appendix F: RAG summary (Kent & Medway)
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Appendix A - Business Case Update from last SELEP Accountability Board meeting in December 2017

SELEP Accountability Scheme
Board meeting date
December 2017

Description

SELEP Accountability Board Decision

No Kent or Medway schemes were taken to the Meeting.
In relation to M20 Junction 10a the Board noted that Highways England has provided evidence that a
robust Value for Money assurance process has been followed and that the funding decision has been made
by the Highways England Investment Decision Committee (IDC) to approve the Project in full. The Board
also endorsed the approval on 24th February 2017 to award £11.4m to the Construction phase of the
project, subject to there being sufficient funds made available to the SELEP by Government for the future
year LGF allocation to the Project.
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Appendix B - SELEP Accountability Board Forward Plan
Business case
submission
dates

24th November
2017

8th February
2018

TBC

Date of SELEP
Accountability
Board

Scheme

Description

SELEP ask

Kent Sustainable
Interventions
Programme (18/19)
Kent Strategic
Congestion Management
Programme (18/19)

Programme of smaller sustainable transport
intervention schemes to compliment larger
Local Growth Fund schemes.

Approval for the 2018/19 funding from
the £3m LGF allocation (£0.6m profiled to
be spent in 2018/19).

Programme to identify and deliver congestion
improvement schemes on the road network in
Kent.

Approval for the 2018/19 funding from
the £4.8m LGF allocation (£0.922m
profiled to be spent in 2018/19)

23rd February
2018

Strood Civic Centre –
Improvements to flood defences to enable
Approval for £3.5m LGF allocation (£1.0m
flood mitigation
development of the site.
profiled to be spent in 2017/18)
measures
A289 Four Elms to
Highway capacity improvements to provide
Approval to unlock funding required to
journey
time
savings
and
reduced
congestion.
fully develop the scheme.
Medway Tunnel –
revised OBC
For reference, a KMEP GPF programme (called No Use Empty Commercial) will also be presented to this Accountability
Board Mtg.
Maidstone Integrated
Package of transport improvements
Approval for further funding from the
th
27 April
Transport (Phase 2)
(Coldharbour/M20 Junction 5 scheme)
£8.9m LGF allocation
2018
Dartford Town Centre
Programme of work aimed at improving the
Approval for £4.3m LGF allocation (£0.2m
Transformation
economic performance of Dartford town centre originally profiled to be spent in 2017/18)
Scheme to deliver an off-slip in the coastbound
Approval for £4.4m LGF allocation
direction of the A2, to improve accessibility to
A2 Off-Slip at Wincheap
(£0.354m originally profiled to be spent in
Canterbury Town Centre, retail + residential
2017/18)
area.
Approval for £4.636m LGF allocation
Scheme to reduce the risk of flooding to
th
15 June 2018 Leigh Flood Storage
(£0.091m originally profiled to be spent in
vulnerable communities in the catchment
2017/18)
Thanet Parkway
New Railway Station
Approval for £10m LGF allocation
Approval for £1.53m LGF allocation
Mixed use development of houses, business
Fort Halstead
(entire sum originally profiled to be spent
park, hotel and village centre.
in 2017/18)
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Appendix C - Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating
Scheme
Fort Halstead

Description
Mixed use development of houses,
business park, hotel and village
centre.

Budget
32.03m
(£1.53m LGF,
£30.05m match
funding)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- In February 2017, the Local Growth Fund allocated provisional funding of £1.53m to
the delivery of the Fort Halstead project, a mixed use development of houses,
business park, hotel and village centre.

- SDC and KCC held a Gate 0 review meeting with the SELEP ITE in May 2017 to gauge

-

what further work was required to update the existing Outline Business case into a
Full business case for submission.
The original bid submission as part of the Growth deal profiled a spend of £1.53m in
the 2017/18 financial year.

Issue:
- There has been a change in ownership earlier in 2017 of the long leasehold interest
in the site from Deutsche Bank to the Merseyside Pension Fund (MPF).
- There has been a reprogramming of the Defence Science & Technology Laboratory
(DSTL) relocation from Fort Halstead to Porton Down to December 2020.
- MPF are continuing to review their future strategy for this key employment led
redevelopment site and, as part of that work, Sevenoaks District Council are
continuing discussions with them.
Mitigation:
- The planned expenditure of funding for the acquisition of employment land at Fort
Halstead for 2017/18 is proposed to be deferred into 2018/19.
- The aim is to enable the allocated funding to be used innovatively to enable
additional jobs and growth through new business space and supporting
infrastructure. The allocation of these funds is subject to confirmation of the full
business case and the outcome of those discussions will inform its preparation and
evaluation.
- Further dialogue is therefore required between SDC and MPF to identify whether a
scheme can come forward in the 2018/19 financial year.
- A provisional business case submission date of 29 th July 2018 has been suggested to
seek approval from the SELEP Accountability Board meeting on 14 th September 2018.
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Scheme
Thanet Parkway

Description
Budget
New railway station to the west of the £21.48m (£10m
Cliffsend village, Thanet
LGF, £2.65m
KCC, £8.77m
funding
required)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- KCC have carried out a second public consultation (355 responses between 25th
January to 19th March 2017)
- Network Rail gave Approval in Principle (AiP) of the scheme in August 2017,
completing GRIP Stage 3.
- Substantial work carried out to date on TA, EIA and planning documents.
- Planning submission scheduled for spring 2018.
- Business case submitted to ITE and Gate 2 review carried out.
- Highway outline design is now complete following Stage 1 Road Safety Audit
Issue:
- This scheme has a £10m LGF allocation (originally profiled to spend £4m in 2017/18
and £6m in 2018/19).
- The project is not yet in a position to draw down this LGF allocation owing to a
funding gap and need to identify a solution to overcome this.
- An £8m funding bid was submitted by Kent County Council for Network Rail’s New
Station Fund, but proved unsuccessful.
Mitigation:
- The funding gap for Thanet Parkway remains following the unsuccessful bid to the
New Stations Fund. KCC, acting on advice from the Department for Transport, is
exploring options to close the funding gap from investment by the rail industry. The
drawdown of LGF funding has therefore been re-profiled to reflect these changing
circumstances and the likely timeframe to secure funding from alternative sources to
complete the funding package.
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Scheme
Maidstone
Integrated
Transport

Description
Package of junction improvements to
reduce congestion and support Local
Housing Growth, Maidstone

Budget
£11.85m (£8.9m
LGF, £2.95m
S106 match
funding)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- KCC have approval to spend up to £1.3m of the £8.9m total LGF allocation (Phase 1)
following business case approval to progress two schemes at either end of Willington
Street in Maidstone.
- A public engagement event was held on 1 st December 2017.
- Design work has been carried out on an enlarged scheme at the junction of
Willington Street and Sutton Road which was presented to Maidstone JTB on 17 th
January 2018.
Issue:
- This scheme has a £8.9m LGF allocation (originally profiled to spend £1.3m in
2017/18 and £3m in 2018/19).
- The project is not yet in a position to draw down additional LGF allocation until a
further phase 2 business case is presented and approved by the SELEP Accountability
Board.
- The Willington Street/Sutton Road Junction improvements scheme has been delayed
following the Joint Transport Board Meeting on 17 th January 2018 and therefore
limited spend is possible in the 2017/18 financial year.
- There is also a risk that if the scheme is not taken forward that the costs to date will
be abortive and therefore become a revenue cost that cannot be claimed from the
SELEP allocation. This will also add to the wider programme LGF underspend in the
2017/18 financial year.
Mitigation:
- A business case for Phase 2 of the Maidstone Integrated Package (including a
scheme at A20 Coldhabour and forward design for future years) will be submitted to
SELEPs Independent Technical Evaluator before the 9 th February 2018, to enable a
decision at the SELEP Accountability Board Meeting on 27 th April 2018.
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Appendix D – Kent Schemes

Scheme

Description
(Delivered by
KCC unless
stated)

Scheme
delivery
by

Budget

LGF Spend (millions)
(to 2 decimal places)

Status

RAG
Status

Comments

Key Events for Next Period

Target
outcome

The 6 week bond notice was issued to
Hodson on 14 December 2017,
requiring the bond to be provided by
26 January 2018. There is a serious risk
that the bond will not be provided in
time for the site clearance works to be
completed before the end of the bird
nesting season and consequently
could lead to the works being delayed
until 2019. ECI design works are
currently continuing assuming a start
this year. It is likely that the CPO will
be confirmed at the end of January
2018, enabling access to the land to be
confirmed for the beginning of May.
The voluntary acquisition of the plots
is progressing and it is anticipated that
heads of terms or legal agreements
will be in place early in 2018 allowing
access to the land should a start date
be agreed.

Resolve the bond issues with
Hodson. Plan for the prestart publicity/exhibitions
and start of construction on
the expectation that the
project can commence in
February 2018.

Jobs =
250
Homes =
600

Design progressing and preparations
continue for submission of the
planning application in January 2018.
The Consultation Report is now
finalised and the comments on the
Flood Modelling have been received
from the EA. Works information will
now be prepared for the procurement
package.

Respond to EA comments on
Hydraulic Modelling and
issue Consultation Report.

Jobs =
250
Homes =
720

Local Growth Fund Round 1 Schemes

A28 Chart
Road,
Ashford

Sturry Link
Road,
Canterbury

Carriageway
dualling,
junction
improvements
& NR bridge
widening. Start
of works
planned for
Spring 2018
with 18 month
construction
period.

New link road
connecting A28
Sturry Road to
A291 Sturry Hill
- requires a
crossing of both
railway & river.
Start of works
planned for
Spring 2019
with 18 month
construction.

15/16 LGF spend = £0.89
£32.77m
19/20

Made up of:
£10.2m LGF
£22.57m
match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.98
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.13

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

17/18 spend until
December 17 = £1.61

15/16 LGF spend = £0
£29.60m
20/21

Made up of:
£5.90m LGF
£23.70m
match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.40
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.42
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.16

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)
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15/16 LGF spend = £0.02
A28 Sturry
Road
Integrated
Transport
Package,
Canterbury

Middle
Deal
transport
improvements,
Dover

Extension of inbound bus lane.

17/18

£0.7m

16/17 LGF spend = £0.01

Made up of:
£0.3m LGF
£0.4m match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.27



17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.02

New road
between Albert
Road & Church
Lane, Deal.
Scheme being
prepared &
delivered by
developer.
(Delivery by
Quinn Estates)

15/16 LGF spend = £0
£1.55m
17/18

Made up of:
£0.8m LGF
£0.75m
match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.8
17/18 LGF spend profile
= Match funding only

Package of
transport
improvements.
Works to start
in 2016/17.

16/17
to
19/20

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

£15.8m

16/17 LGF spend = £0.27

Made up of:
£8.9m LGF
£6.9m match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £2.13
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.85

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
approved for
phase 1, further
approvals
required for
remaining
allocation)

Quinn Estates are working towards
resolving the three main outstanding
issues:
1) Telecommunications mast - The
relocation of a telecommunication
mast on site which is in the way of the
new road is due to be completed in
February 2018.
2) Environmental / flood consent –
Quinn Estates are still liaising with the
EA on queries relating to the Ecological
impact on the ‘Main River’ where the
culvert is proposed. They have
provided further email of comfort to
the EA from their Ecology consultants
and agreed to a ‘Mammal Culvert’ at
the request of the EA. This is due to be
resolved by the end of January 2018,
with FRAP consent likely at the middle
to end of Feb 18.
3) Planning consent - Revision to the
planning consent (has been submitted
and the signing of the S38 agreement
will then follow this.
1) M20 J5/Coldharbour R/bout - M20
J5 design nearing completion, benefits
have been maximised by removing the
signalisation of Coldharbour
roundabout. Business case still on
track to be completed in readiness for
the first 2018 SELEP meeting of
2018/19.



17/18 spend until
December 17 = Match
funding only

15/16 LGF spend = £0

Maidstone
Integrated
Transport

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

Consultation completed on 22
October. Report went to Joint
Transportation Board on 14th
December and was recommended for
approval with the reduced length of
bus lane and to allow loading and
unloading in off peak hours.



Scheme has been handed
over to contractor with start
date planned for 9 th April
2018 for 20 weeks. Further
project discussions to be
held with bus companies
and removal of trees to be
arranged by the end of
February.

Jobs = 50
Homes =
100

Quinn Estates are aiming for
a Summer /Autumn 2018
completion of the scheme.

Jobs =
150
Homes =
150

1) M20 J5/Coldharbour
R/bout – Business case to be
submitted to ITE before 8 th
February 2018
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Jobs =
1820
Homes =
1725

2) A274 Sutton Road j/w Willington
Street – Engagement carried out on 1 st
December 2017 to inform a key
decision on the scheme layout in
January 2018.
3) A20 London Road j/w Willington
Street – Commission raised with
consultant to take forward the design.

2) A274 Sutton Road j/w
Willington Street – Decision
to be taken as to how to
progress with scheme.

3) A20 London Road j/w
Willington Street – Progress
Design

All other schemes within the MITP are
being engaged upon with County and
Local Members accordingly to
progress as soon as possible.

Sittingbourne Town
Centre
Regeneration
(developer
delivered),
Swale

Re-alignment of
St. Michaels' Rd
& public realm
improvements
adjacent to rail
station.
(Delivery by
Spirit of
Sittingbourne)

Tunbridge
Wells Jct
Improvem
ents
(formerly
A26
London
Rd/
Speldhurst
Rd/ Yew
Tree Rd)

Junction
improvement &
A264 junction
changes. Start
of works for
phase 1 planned
for January
2016. Phase 2
construction
planned for
2018

15/16 LGF spend = £0.34
£4.7m
17/18

Made up of:
£2.5m LGF
£2.2m match

16/17 LGF spend = £2.16
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.0

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

17/18 spend until
December 17 = Match
funding only

The first phase of the S278 works to
divert traffic from St Michael’s road
onto Station Street which begun on
1st August 2017 completed in time for
the Christmas embargo. Further works
will now be carried out on West
Street, Station Street and St Michael’s
Road and the adjoining car parks.



The remaining phases are
scheduled for completion by
September 2018. Once
complete, the works will
release the multi-storey car
park and leisure areas,
taking the Spirit of
Sittingbourne regeneration
project forward significantly.

Jobs =
560
Homes =
214
&
training
facilities

Finalise designs and seek
agreement from all
necessary parties to allow
preparation of the
documents for contractor to
start works in early 2018.

Jobs =
105
Homes =
85

15/16 LGF spend = £0.60
16/17 LGF spend = £0.19
15/16
to
18/19

£1.8m LGF

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.66
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.02

DELIVERED PHASE 1
DETAILED
DESIGN- PHASE 2
(Business Case
Approved for full
allocation)

KCC is working closely with Tunbridge
Wells Bicycle Users Group (TWBUG)
and T/Wells Borough Council to assist
in identifying elements of the scheme
to progress in 17/18.
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West Kent
LSTF

Kent
Thameside
LSTF

A package of
measures to
support travel
by sustainable
means. Start of
works planned
for 2015/16.

A package of
measures to
support travel
by sustainable
means. Start of
works planned
for 2015/16.

15/16
to
20/21

15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £9.06m
Made up of:
£4.9m LGF
£4.16m
match

Total across
6 years £7.65m
Made up of:
£4.5m LGF
£3.15m
match

15/16 LGF spend = £0.8
16/17 LGF spend = £1.31
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.79

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.04

15/16 LGF spend = £2.05
16/17 LGF spend = £0.48
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.47
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.14

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

Tunbridge Wells Public Realm phase 2
Following project meeting, concerns
over timescales of indicative
programme provided. In talks with
TWBC about how to proceed following
the completion of the feasibility design
work. Need this transition to happen
with a matter of urgency to allow
programme to be delivered to agreed
timescales.
Maidstone East station – KCC and
Network Rail have now signed the
updated legal agreement. Contract
with Osbourne was signed before
Christmas 2017 and the updated
programme is due imminently.
Tonbridge Station Interchange –
Consultation on scheme options has
begun. Further discussions taking
place to identify any advance works
that can be carried out in this financial
year.
Swanley Station – South Eastern have
shared the updated design options.
Meeting scheduled to catch up on CIL
bid and to see if the design work can
be accelerated and the scheme
brought forward.
Barrack Row Bus Hub – Network Rail
confirmed they are still aiming to
complete the land purchase no later
than March 2018. Southeastern are
happy with the suggested customer
parking options necessary during
construction and have confirmed
acceptance of the Land Disposal
Proposal. Estimates for detail design
and construction have been received
and consultation documents are being
prepared in preparation.
Princes Rd cycle route - SGN have now
moved the gas vent and a site visit was
completed to assess minor design

Tunbridge Wells Public
Realm phase 2
Feasibility completed, new
contractor on board to
finalise outline design and
take through detailed
design.

Maidstone East station
Updated programme due
and design works to start.



Jobs =
345
Homes =
393

Tonbridge Station
Interchange
Carry out consultation and
start detailed design on
preferred option.
Swanley Station
Await results of CIL
application. Progress
Scheme Design.

Barrack Row Bus Hub –
Land negotiations to begin.

Jobs =
843
Homes =
657



Princes Rd cycle route Minor amendments to
design to be carried out with
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revisions together with parking issues
(also attended by DBC Parking
Manager). Construction planning
meeting held programmed for early
March 2018 with some preconstruction works being completed in
Jan/Feb 2018.
Burnham Rd Toucan - The
consultation has now closed and a
meeting was held with DBC to review
comments and despite concerns
raised regarding the cycling route to
the proposed toucan crossing, a
decision has been made to continue
with the scheme with a change to a
puffin crossing in the proposed
location. DBC have investigated
alternative possible solutions to
improve the link between NCR1 and
will look for funding to implement.
Construction is programmed for
February half term 2018. A
consultation report has been
approved by DBC and is now with
KCC's consultation team for comment.

Kent
Strategic
Congestion
Management
program-

Package of
congestion
management
initiatives. Start
of works
planned for

15/16 LGF spend = £0.86
15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £4.8m LGF

16/17 LGF spend = £0.69
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.73

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Annual
supplementary
Business Cases
are required to

Gravesend Station to Cyclopark cycle
route –
Revised designs received and
reviewed. Some outstanding issues in
respect of land acquisition issues,
which are being investigated.
Consultation documents are being
worked on and will be sent to GBC for
comment in early January, so that
detailed design and construction can
be scheduled.
2015/16 schemes completed (HMC
Technology Refresh - Database/CCTV
& VMS)



2016/17 schemes completed (A292
Mace Lane/ Wellesley Road, &

TRO revision.
Resident/property
engagement to be
completed.

Burnham Rd Toucan Consultation team to
comment on report. Agree
construction programme.

Gravesend Station to
Cyclopark cycle route Commission consultation
and detailed design.

2018/19 business case
submitted in November and
positively reviewed by the
ITE to meet a decision at
SELEP Accountability Board
in February 2018.
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Jobs =
1903
Homes =
2230

me

2015/16.
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.28

secure future
years' funding)

Somerset Road/ Canterbury Road
junction improvements in Ashford).
2017/18 schemes in progress
A229 Blue Bell Hill CITS Scheme
Contract 1 professional services
awarded and first brief has been
issued for the work in Kent. The next
contract for works is to be released in
January 2018 to meet award in April
2018. Physical works likely to start
Autumn 2018.
Dartford Network Improvements The
junction improvements at Princes
Road complete, there are smaller
lining works and HMC technical works
ongoing that should be finalised
before the end of March 2018.
Barton Hill Drive, Sheerness
Scheme construction complete with
post scheme monitoring currently
being arranged.
2015/16 schemes completed
(Sittingbourne TC & Dartford cycle
routes & South Street, Deal).

Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
programme

15/16 LGF spend = £0.14
Package of
smaller
transport
interventions.
Start of works
planned for
2015/16.

15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £3m LGF
(£0.5m
annually)

16/17 LGF spend = £0.41
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.49
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.26

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Annual
supplementary
Business Cases
are required to
secure future
years' funding)

2016/17 schemes completed
(Folkestone Town Centre - Schools to
Harbour Cycle links, Tonbridge Angels
to Rail Station cycle improvements &
Thames Greenway Cycle path).

 2016/17 schemes in progress
1 - Folkestone to Dymchurch Cycle
improvements - Phase 1 complete.
Phase 2 zebra crossing is complete.
Phase 3. Further agreement from
Hythe Town Council required to
construct over their land for part of
the cycle network.
2 - Highfield Lane/Kingsford Street,
Mersham, Ashford - Designs

2017/18 schemes in
progress
A229 CITS Scheme
Professional Services &
Procurement Contract to be
awarded for Contract 2;

Dartford Network
Improvements
finalise lining and HMC
Technical works

Barton Hill Drive
Carry out post scheme
monitoring of trial scheme.
2018/19 business case
submitted in November and
positively reviewed by the
ITE to meet a decision at
SELEP Accountability Board
in February 2018.

2016/17 schemes in
progress
1 - Folkestone to
Dymchurch Cycle
improvements - continue to
work with all interested
parties on project with a
view to construct what can
be done by march 2018.
2 - Highfield Lane/Kingsford
Street, Mersham, Ashford -
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Jobs =
1335
Homes =
1440

complete, scheme to be delivered in
conjunction with HE as part of the
larger M20 Junction 10a scheme.
3 - A21 NMU via Pembury Road,
Tunbridge Wells - Scheme started on
site in early October
2017/18 schemes in progress
1 - Morehall Schools Cluster to
Seafront, Folkestone - Scheme taken
to JTB following objections. Members
had a few concerns regarding shared
footway/cycleway and design will be
discussed further. Scheme is being
progressed to construction.
2 - Morants Court Roundabout,
Polhill, Sevenoaks - Scheme handed
over to contractor to programme for a
February start.
3 - Kent Spa & Castle Ride cycle
improvements across Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells & Sevenoaks –
Sustrans have investigated options
and a meeting to present these was
held in January 2018.
2015/16 schemes completed
(Loose Greenway)

15/16 LGF spend = £0.19
Kent Rights
of Way
improvem
ent plan

Package of
ROWIP
measures. Start
of works
planned for
2015/16.

16/17 LGF spend = £0.06
15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £0.3m LGF

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.30
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.004

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

2016/17 schemes in progress
Finberry to Ashford scheme –
Environment Agency has given
permission for work to start in the
flood risk area and the landowners
have agreed access to their land to
carry out the Ruckinge Dyke bridleway
surface work. The TRO to close the
bridleway to the public is due to start
in January when the surfacing works
are also scheduled to start, with
completion planned in 7 weeks (March
5th).
Powder Mills scheme – (Leigh to
Tonbridge) - Agreement with



To be carried out as part of
M20 Junction 10a Scheme
3 - A21 NMU via Pembury
Road, Tunbridge Wells Phase 1 - continue with
construction. Phase 2
currently unknown.
2017/18 schemes in
progress
1 - Morehall Schools Cluster
to Seafront, Folkestone Prepare documents for
contractor.
2 - Morants Court
Roundabout, Polhill,
Sevenoaks – Begin
construction of scheme
3 - Kent Spa & Castle Ride
cycle improvements across
Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells
& Sevenoaks – Take forward
preferred design.

Construction of both
schemes to begin on site in
January 2018.
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Jobs =
140
Homes =
N/A

15/16 LGF spend = £0
Innovation
Investment
Fund
(Growth
Hub
Capital)

Loan support
programme.

A226
London
Rd/B255 St
Clements
Way,
Dartford

Junction
improvements.
Start of works
planned for
Spring 2019 for
12 months.

16/17 LGF spend = £0.39
15/16
to
20/21

Total £6m
(£1m
annually)

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £2.61
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.91

PHASE 6
APPLICATIONS TO
BE LAUNCHED AT
THE END OF
NOVEMBER 2017
(Business Case
approved)

15/16 LGF spend = £0
£6.9m
19/20

Made up of:
£4.2m LGF
£2.7m match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.73
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.27
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.28

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)

Sparrowhawk now complete and
agreement with Dartford & District
Angling Preservation Society also
concluded to enable construction to
begin.
• Phase 1 agreed at I3 Approval Board
and accepted by applicants to a value
of £388,500 with private leverage of
£418,500.
• Phase 2 complete with £700,000 of
loans agreed and defrayed in full.
• Phase 3 complete with £400,000 of
loans agreed, although only £200,000
has been defrayed to applicants to
date. The remaining £200,000 is now
likely to be defrayed in Quarter 4
2017/18.
• Phase 4 complete with 3 companies
completing a full application and 1
company (Betteshanger Sustainable
Parks Limited - £902,500) being
approved on the condition that further
queries are met. Resort Margate CIC is
also scheduled to return to the board.
• Phase 5 complete with 2 applications
agreed at the approval board (£200k
HEM Clinical Ultrasound and £375k
West Design). There is risk that if the 3
companies from Phase 4 and 5 are not
able to provide the necessary security,
there will again be a large underspend
in 2017/18.
• Phase 6 closed to applicants in
December 2017 with the applications
currently being reviewed.
The contractor has established site
offices and completed advance site
investigations/trial holes. A newsletter
has been issued and advance signing
erected in preparation of works
commencing in January 2018. Design
changes continue to aid buildability.
Landscape design also ongoing.



Process Phase 4 and 5 loans
to complete before the end
of the financial year. Review
Phase 6 applications



Works programmed to
commence in January 2018.
Sod cutting ceremony
provisionally arranged for 1
February 2018.
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Jobs =
2395
Homes =
890

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
Thanet
Parkway,
Thanet

New rail station.

19/20

Project cost
under
review
(£10m LGF)

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £4m
Awaiting Business Case
Approval

SELEP
Coastal
Communities

Dover
Western
Dock

Housing-led
economic
regeneration in
Cliftonville
West/Margate
Central
(Delivery by
Thanet DC)

Package of
highway
improvements.

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
£1.529m
20/21

15/16
to
19/20

Made up of:
£0.666m LGF
£0.863m
match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.67
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.051
(estimate from third
party - not transferred
from KCC)

Local
15/16 LGF spend = £0
£5m LGF
16/17 LGF spend = £4.73

Planning Application and Transport
Assessment work continuing. Seeking
advice on EIA 2017 Regs and whether
they apply - initial decision is to follow
them to avoid potential challenge. Will
GRIP STAGE 3
increase workload on planning
(Business Case
contract but not delay timescales.
submitted to ITE
Construction assumptions work has
for review)
been completed for the planning
application. Met with 1 of 3 bidders
for the South Eastern Franchise
specifically regarding Parkway and
possible funding mechanisms.
Updated programme received.
A final draft of the funding agreement
is being worked on by Invicta Law with
a view to it being signed by both
parties early in 2018. Thanet DC have
also sent across evidence of spend to
date on both schemes (up to the end
of October 2017) which has been
checked and will be paid following the
signing of the funding agreement by
both parties. Ethelbert Crescent
tender papers were issued on 8th
DETAILED DESIGN
December 2017 and are now on the
(Business Case
Kent Business Portal with a closing
approved)
date of mid-January 2018 for returns.
The Warwick Road tender papers have
not yet been issued as these will
follow the submission of the planning
application which is scheduled for
January 2018. It is likely that the
planning and consultation required for
the Warwick Road scheme will result
in a lower spend than originally
profiled in 2017/18, unless the
Ethelbert Crescent scheme can be
accelerated.
Growth Fund Round 2 Schemes
CONSTRUCTION
A20 works are complete and piling
(Business Case
work has begun on the marina pier.
approved)
Dover Western Dock Revival January



Substantial work on TA, EIA
and planning documents.
Revised costing for car
park/access road/junction to
be returned. Decision on
funding of GRIP4 will lead to
procuring railway advice to
take it through the design
process.

Jobs =
2100
Homes =
800



TDC to sign legal agreement
and drawdown LGF

Jobs =
TBC
Homes =
TBC



DHB to provide breakdown
of costs so that final
drawdown can take place

Jobs =
1685
Homes =
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Revival

(Delivery by
Dover Harbour
Board)

2018 update
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.273

before the end of March
2018

17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.00

500 &
Enables
broader
Western
Docks
Revival
scheme

15/16 LGF spend = £0
Ashford
International Rail
Connectivity
(Ashford
Spurs)

Signalling
upgrade to
maintain
international
rail services at
Ashford
(Delivery by
Network Rail)

£10.5m
16/17
to
18/19

Made up of:
£0.7m
partner
funding; £5m
LGF2
£4.8m LGF3

16/17 LGF spend = £0.17
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £8.90
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £1.37
estimate from third
party - not transferred
from KCC)

GRIP STAGE 6
(Business Case
approved)

Folkestone
Seafront
(developer
delivered)

16/17 LGF spend = £1.97
£22.11m
17/18

Made up of:
£5m LGF
£17.11m
match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £3.03
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £3.03
(estimate from third
party - not transferred
from KCC)



Jobs =
1000
Homes =
350 &
Retain
International Rail
Services

Drawdown of the remaining
£5m LGF allocation to be
invoiced.

Jobs =
450
Homes =
1000 &
Regenerates
seafront
& town
centre

Work continues towards an official
opening in Easter 2018, although the
issue with the lift access from Rocksalt
and the Square up onto the viaduct
access is still ongoing.

15/16 LGF spend = £0
Construction of
platform & sea
defences to
facilitate
development of
Folkestone
Seafront.
(Delivery by
Folkestone
Harbour Board)

Balises and cabling successfully
installed throughout route of Ashford
Spurs during Christmas period
blockade 2017

Final installation of balises
due through platforms 3 & 4
in Jan/Feb 2018; platform
gauging works at London
end of platforms 3 & 4 due
Feb/Mar 2018.

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)



The glazing to the roof canopies
should be finished at the end of
February and the boardwalk link round
to the harbour arm should also be
finalised before the opening in Easter.
The issue over the boardwalk raising is
currently being investigated by the
contractor.
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M20
Junction
10A (now
a full
junction to
be
delivered
by
Highways
England)

Dartford
Town
Centre
Transform
ation

£104.4m
New Motorway
Junction in
Ashford
(Delivery by
Highways
England)

Part of a wider
programme of
work aimed at
improving the
economic
performance of
Dartford town
centre through
public sector
funding of
transport/public

19/20

Made up of:
£19.7m LGF
£16m match
£68.7m
Highways
England

£12m
21/22

Made up of:
£4.3m LGF
£7.7m match

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £8.3
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
approved)



On the 1st December 2017, the
Secretary of State for Transport
granted development consent for the
Project and on the 7th December 2017
Highways England’s Investment
Decision Committee (IDC) approved
the Project in full to enable the Project
to progress to the Construction Phase.
Once the planning conditions
identified as part of the DCO process
have been discharged by the
Department for Transport, the
approval of the Project by Highways
England’s IDC and the award of
development consent by the Secretary
of State will now enable the project to
progress, with site mobilisation works
due to commence in January 2018.

KCC have also received confirmation
that the Barrey Road scheme will be
funded and constructed by HE at the
same time as the main works for
Junction 10a. Works are now due to
commence on the Highfield Lane
turning loop imminently, with
vegetation clearance first on the list
for ecological mitigation. Discussions
are underway between KCC/ABC and
HE on the DCO discharge
requirements.
Local Growth Fund Round 3 Schemes
Amey have been engaged to produce
the SELEP Business Case. DBC have
Allocation for 2017/18
commissioned Project Centre to work
onwards
up design, costs and provide
FEASIBILITY
information to support the Appraisal.
17/18 LGF spend profile
(Business Case
Further information has been
= £0.2
being prepared)
forthcoming from Project Centre and a
great deal of work has been done but
Awaiting Business Case
there are still a number of gaps that
Approval
prevented a full submission to the ITE
in November 2017. Work is now



Start of work Jan/Feb 18
(offline works). KCC
continuing to liaise with HE
regarding Highfield Lane
turning loop.

Jobs =
900
Homes =
1700

Continue to work on
Business Case and obtain
the evidence required to
support the construction
and financial programmes.

Jobs =
1811
Homes =
2341
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realm
improvements.
(Delivery by
Dartford BC)

Fort
Halstead,
Sevenoaks

Mixed use
development of
houses,
business park,
hotel & village
centre.
(Delivery by
Sevenoaks BC)

A2500
Lower
Road
Improvem
ents, Isle of
Sheppey

Scheme to
realign &
improve the
capacity of
A2500 Lower
Road/ Barton
Hill Junction.

Kent &
Medway
Engineering,
Design,
Growth &
Enterprise
(EDGE)
Hub

Scheme to
construct &
equip the Kent
& Medway
EDGE Hub.
(Delivery by
Canterbury
Christ Church
University)

focussing on achieving a submission
and decision at the April 2018 SELEP
Accountability Board.

£32.03m
21/22

Made up of:
£1.530m LGF
£30.5m
match

£1.805m
18/19

Made up of:
£1.265m LGF
£0.54m
match

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.53

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)

Awaiting Business Case
Approval

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.39

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

17/18 spend until
December 17 = £0.12

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
£21m
19/20

Made up of:
£6.12m LGF
£14.88m
match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.12
17/18 spend until
December 17 = £1.40
estimate to be agreed
with third party)

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

Sevenoaks DC met with the new
owners and their advisors of the site in
December 2017 to discuss timescales
and programme delivery. The owners
are interested in having further
dialogue around opportunities for
enabling infrastructure. Programme of
delivery to be identified by SDC to be
incorporated into a business case,
however, the deadline of 24th
November 2017 has been missed and
therefore SDC will not be able to
drawdown on the 17/18 allocation.
The detailed design for the
roundabout scheme is progressing and
the Steering group is now established
and the first meeting held. Preparation
of works information progressing and
a task order for the detailed design of
the widening works from Barton Hill
Drive to the A249 has been issued. A
public engagement event was held on
5th December 2017, with much
support for the scheme. Procurement
and tenders are now underway for the
Barton Hill Junction and the A2500
Lower Road widening (NPIF) elements.
Both the SELEP and HEFCE Funding
have been approved and enabling
works including trenching is now
complete. Detailed design work for
Building 2 is now out to tender and is
scheduled to complete in the early
part of 2018. The Construction tender
will go out in spring 2018 with the
contractor likely to start in summer
2018. A revised spend profile has been
supplied by CCCU who have also
responded to KCC on the draft LGF



SDC to continue to liaise
with new landowners and
provide a realistic
programme to deliver the
LGF scheme.

Jobs =
1100
Homes =
450



Complete detailed design
and works Information and
issue tender documents

Jobs =
1500
Homes =
892

Sign Legal Agreement and
Drawdown 1 st Instalment of
LGF funding.

Jobs =
398
Homes =
0
Learners
= 1250
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funding agreement, which once signed
will allow drawdown of the project
allocation in 17/18.

Leigh Flood
Storage
Area &
East
Peckham unlocking
growth

Scheme to
reduce the risk
of flooding in
the catchment.
(Delivery by
Environment
Agency)

Scheme to
deliver an A2
off-slip in the
coastbound
A2 off-slip
direction,
at
creating a full
Wincheap,
movements
Canterbury
junction to
improve
accessibility to
Canterbury.
(Delivery by
Pentland
Homes)
ADDITIONAL SCHEMES
Transport
Improvements
Open Golf
at Sandwich
Champions
Station
hip 2020
(Delivery by
Network Rail)

£24.691m
22/23

Made up of:
£4.636m LGF
£20.055m
match

£10.055m
20/21

18/19

Made up of:
£4.4m LGF
£5.655m
match

£4.299m
Made up of:
£1.026m LGF
£0.250m KCC
£0.100m
East Kent DC

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.091

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)

Allocation for 2018/19
onwards

Jobs = 70
Homes =
850

Further discussion with HE, Developer,
KCC and CCC re scheme details,
modelling and design proposals. HE
has accepted the revised modelling
and a revised cost estimate has been
provided to CCC.

To understand who is
actually going to be
delivering this scheme. KCC
position is that it is a
developer led scheme and
should continue to be the
case.

Jobs =
1685
Homes =
1150

Ongoing lobbying with conversations
and telecoms with NR. Four options
(and a variant) under exploration.
Enablement works underway

Contract Network Rail
March 2018, subject to
three event deal confirmed
in writing and written
confirmation of funding gap.

Jobs =
TBC
Homes =
TBC



Awaiting Business Case
Approval

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
Approved)

Submit Business Case for
Leigh Flood Storage Area to
the SELEP ITE.



Awaiting Business Case
Approval

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.35

Funding Agreement between KCC, EA
and Tonbridge & Malling progressed
and the business case (Based on the
EA Outline BC) is being drafted for
each individual scheme. The East
Peckham element is currently being
revisited and new timetable to follow,
as a result of the most recent funding
gap that has been identified.

Not
profiled to
spend
in
17/18
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1.419m R&A
£1.505 DfT
(to be
presented to
SELEP AB on
22/09/17)

SCHEMES COMPLETED OR REMOVED
Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacin
g Phase 1,
Shepway

Resurfacing
Phase 1

Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacin
g Phase 2

Resurfacing of
Tontine Street
(in conjunction
with S106
works).

£0.29 LGF

Scheme Delivered

£0.36m
Made up of:
£0.21m LGF
£0.15m S106

Scheme Delivered – 2015/16

£5.74m
Maidstone
Gyratory
Bypass,
Maidstone

A229 Gyratory
Bypass,
Fairmeadow.

M20
Junction 4
Eastern
Overbridge

Widening of
existing
motorway
overbridge.

Tonbridge
Town
Centre
Regeneration

Tonbridge High
Street and
adjacent
transport
improvements.

Maidstone
sustainable
access to
employment areas

New River
Medway
Pathway
between
Aylesford &

Made up of:
£4.6m LGF
£1.14m
match

Scheme Delivered – December 2016

Jobs =
1250
Homes =
2000

Scheme Delivered – February 2017

Jobs =
745
Homes =
1695

Scheme Delivered (Phase 1 completed - High Street improvements June 2016
Phase 2 completed - River Walk improvements April 2017 / Hadlow Road/Cannon Lane jct improvements completed September
2016)

Jobs =
366
Homes =
1000

Scheme Delivered (Main works complete - May 2017).

Jobs =
350
Homes =
475

£5.69m
Made up of:
£2.2m LGF
£3.49m
match

£2.65m
Made up of:
£2.4m LGF
£0.25m
match

£3m
Made up of:
£2m LGF
£1m match
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Allington Lock.

Rathmore
Road Link,
Gravesend
Westenhanger
Lorry Park

New 2-way link
road between
Stone Street &
Darnley Road

£9.5m
Made up of:
£4.2m LGF
£5.3m match

Jobs =
215
Homes =
390

th

Scheme Delivered in January 2018 (Opening ceremony held on Friday 19 January 2018)

Removed from programme following approval by KMEP & AB
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Appendix E – Medway Schemes
Scheme

Description

Scheme
Delivery
By

Budget and LGF spend

Status

RAG
Status

Comments

Key Events for Next
Period

Target
outcomes

Local Growth Fund round 1 schemes
BUDGET
Original budget = £18.697m
Made up of:
- £11.1m LGF
- £7.597m match funding

A289 Four Elms
roundabout to
Medway
Tunnel

Highway
capacity
improvements
to provide
journey time
savings and
reduced
congestion.

Revised budget =
£11.564m*
Made up of:
- £11.1m LGF
- £0.464m match funding
End of
2020/21

* see comments
LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.298m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.402m
Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.442m

Following an options appraisal exercise a
preferred scheme option has been selected
and the revised Outline Business Case
prepared in relation to this option.
Work is underway to procure a consultant to
deliver the RIBA stages 3 and 4.
OUTLINE DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

→

* SELEP have requested that the Outline
Business Case be refreshed, due to the
reduced S106 contributions impacting on the
original budget as a result of revised
timescales for Lodge Hill being developed.
The revised Outline Business Case was
submitted in November 2017 and will be
considered at the February 2018 SELEP
Accountability Board meeting.

The consultant will be
appointed to deliver RIBA
stages 3 and 4. Work will
begin on RIBA stage 3
before the end of Q4
2017/18.
The revised Outline
Business Case will be
considered by SELEP
Accountability Board in
February 2018.

Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £2.059
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Jobs =
7688
Homes
= 4433

BUDGET
Total budget = £12.75m

Strood town
centre

Journey time
and
accessibility
enhancements
to the town
centre
including
changes to the
highway,
improved
public realm
and retail
improvements.

Made up of:
- £9.0m LGF
- £3.75m match funding
End of
2018/19

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.2m

DETAILED
DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

→

Work has continued on the technical design
(RIBA stage 4), following resolution of issues
identified within the Road Safety Audit.
Engagement with the proposed contractor
has begun.
The new Strood train station building opened
to the public in December 2017.

16/17 LGF spend = £1.772m

Work will continue on the
technical design (RIBA
stage 4), with the initial
construction works at
Tolgate Lane car park
expected to begin in Q4
2017/18.

Jobs =
360450
Homes
= 600815

Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.792m
Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £6.236m

BUDGET
Total budget = £4.9m

Chatham town
centre
placemaking
and public
realm package

Improving the
link between
Chatham
railway station
and Chatham
town centre
and waterfront
area and
provision of a
new civic
space.

Made up of:
- £4.0m LGF
- £0.9m match funding
Early
2018/19

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.871m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.945m
Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.914m

Work is progressing well on the route
improvements between the train station and
the town centre.
CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

→

Network Rail has been granted planning
consent for the proposed forecourt
improvement works at Chatham train
station. Network Rail is currently reviewing
procurement and delivery options for these
works.

Construction work on the
route improvements will
continue.
Engagement with
Network Rail regarding
the forecourt
improvement works at
Chatham train station will
continue. It is anticipated
that work will commence
onsite at Chatham station
in Q1 2018/19.

Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £1.27m
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Jobs =
6271
Homes
= 3682

BUDGET
Work has continued on site to deliver the
majority of the proposed cycle route
improvements, including Gillingham Business
Park, Riverside Country Park, Lordswood
Lane, A289 between The Strand and Owens
Way and Beechings Way phase 2.

Total budget = £2.9m

Medway
Cycling Action
Plan

A range of
measures
designed to
improve access
to cycling in the
Medway area
and improve
upon and
expand existing
cycle facilities.

1st phase
in
2015/16,
then
annually
until early
2018/19.

Made up of:
- £2.5m LGF
- £0.4m match funding
LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.229m

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

→

Design work has continued on the final
routes to be delivered as part of this project.

Work will continue on
site to deliver the
remaining cycle route
improvements.

The project programme has been extended
with work now expected to be complete in
early 2018/19. This extension has become
necessary due to an extended consultation
period being required for the final route due
to be constructed.

16/17 LGF spend = £1.15m
Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.985m
Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £0.137m

Jobs =
390
Homes
= 261

BUDGET
Total budget = £2m

Medway City
Estate
connectivity
improvement
measures

An integrated
package of
infrastructure
measures
aimed at
addressing the
existing
barriers to
movement to
and from and
within the
Medway City
Estate.

Early
interventio
ns starting
in 2015/16
with
second
part of the
project by
end of
2019/20.

Made up of:
- £2m LGF
- £0m match funding
LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.3m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.181m
Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.034m

PHASE 1 COMPLETE
PHASE 2 DEVELOPMENT
OF SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
INTERVENTIONS
(Business Case
Approved)

→

Phase 1 works, which focus on improving
egress from Medway City Estate are now
complete. The new traffic signals are
operational and indications are that there
has been an improvement in journey times
for vehicles leaving Medway City Estate
during the evening peak.
Discussions have begun regarding the
content of phase 2 of the project, with
further development work to be undertaken
in Q4 of 2017/18.

The impact the phase 1
works have had on the
flow of traffic leaving
Medway City Estate will
continue to be
monitored.
Proposals for phase 2 of
the project, which will
focus on improving
connectivity to the site
for sustainable modes of
travel, will be developed.

Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £0.463m
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Jobs =
390

Non-transport schemes - LGF rounds 2 and 3

Rochester
Airport - phase
1

Introduction of
a Technology
Park at
Rochester
Airport. Phase
1 of the project
involves
improvements
to airport
infrastructure
and removal of
the second
runway - works
which are
required to
facilitate the
development of
the Technology
Park.

The amendment to the original planning
application, removing the paved runway and
control tower, was presented to planning
committee on 15th March 2017. The
application was granted consent. No
successful challenge has been made against
this decision.

BUDGET
Total budget = £4.4m
Made up of:
- £4.4m LGF
- £0.0m match funding –
phase1 only
Mid
2019/20

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.0m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.179m
Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.243m
Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £3.588m

OUTLINE DESIGN
(Business Case
approved)

→

Rochester Airport Ltd and their consultants
have submitted the second planning
application along with the required
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for
the runway works and new control tower to
both Medway Council and Tonbridge and
Malling Borough Council. Both LPA's have
identified omissions in the planning
application and EIA which need to be
addressed before the application can be
determined. Rochester Airport Ltd and their
consultants are currently working to provide
this information.

It is anticipated that the
second planning
application will be
determined by Medway
Council in early summer
2018. The application
will then be determined
by Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council.
Procurement will
continue to appoint
contractors to lead on the
hangar improvements
and utility upgrade
works.

Rochester Airport Ltd have indicated that
they intend to start some of the hangar
repair and utility upgrade works, which form
part of this project, in early 2018/19
following completion of the procurement
process.
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Jobs =
37

BUDGET
Total budget = £49m

Rochester
Airport - phase
2

Introduction of
a Technology
Park at
Rochester
Airport. Phase
2 of the project
involves
infrastructure
works to
enable the
development of
the Technology
Park.

Made up of:
- £3.7m LGF
- £45.3m match funding
LGF SPEND
2020/21
15/16 LGF spend = £0.0m

BUSINESS CASE
NOT YET
APPROVED

16/17 LGF spend = £0.0m

It is anticipated that work will commence on
this project in 2018/19, following receipt of
Accountability Board approval of the
Business Case. Submission of the Business
Case is dependent upon Medway Council
granting planning consent for the enabling
works which form phase 1 of the project.

Jobs =
1544

The Business Case was submitted to SELEP in
November 2017, for consideration by
Accountability Board in February 2018.

Jobs =
610

Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £0.0m
Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £0.520m

Civic Centre
site, Strood flood
mitigation
measures

Improvements
to flood
defences at the
former Civic
Centre site to
enable the
development of
the site. The
former Civic
Centre is a
prime
development
site offering
views across
the river to
Rochester
Castle and
Cathedral.

BUDGET
Total budget = £36.3m
Made up of:
- £3.5m LGF
- £32.8m match funding
LGF SPEND
2018/19
15/16 LGF spend = £0.0m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.0m

BUSINESS CASE
NOT YET
APPROVED

Construction work on the
flood defences will begin.

Site mobilisation works will commence in
January 2018.

Profiled to spend in 2017/18
= £1.338m
Profiled to spend in 2018/19
= £2.162m
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Homes
= 325

Appendix F – RAG summary
Summary of Kent RAG rating
January 17

March 17

May 17

July 17

Sept 17

Nov 17

Jan18

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

2 red

2 red

3 red

13 amber
8 green

12 amber
9 green

20 amber
11 green

18 amber
9 green

11 not required to
spend until a later
year; 1 removed and 1
complete

1 is not required to
spend until later in
the programme; 1
removed and 1
complete

26

34

34

1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 5
complete
34

14 amber
11 green
1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 5
complete
34

10 amber
13 green

3 not required to
spend until later years;
1 removed and 1
complete

16 amber
9 green
1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 5
complete
34

May 17

July 17

Sept 17

Nov 17

Jan 18

Summary of Medway RAG rating
January 17
March 17

1 is not required to
spend until later in
the programme; 1
removed and 6
complete
34

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

1 amber

1 amber

1 amber

5 green

5 green

5 green

2 amber
4 green

2 amber
4 green

2 amber
4 green

2 amber
4 green

N/A

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

6

8

8

8

8

8

8

Methodology

Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be mitigated);
Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).
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Key for Kent spreadsheet: The arrows denote the direction of travel.





denotes significant improvement/progress in scheme delivery
denotes a similar position as reported at the last KMEP meeting
denotes scheme delivery experiencing a delay
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FOR INFORMATION ONLY PAPERS
KMEP 29th January 2018
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

FOR INFORMATION ITEM A
Date:

23 January 2018

Subject:

Future Meeting Dates for KMEP and SELEP

KMEP Board Meeting Dates
The future Kent & Medway Economic Partnership meeting dates are:






Mon 26 March 2018 – Held at the Hilton Hotel, Maidstone
Mon 21 May 2018
Mon 16 July 2018
Mon 24 September 2018
Mon 26 November 2018

All meetings, except for the meeting on 26 March 2018, will be held at the Village Hotel,
Maidstone.
All meetings start at 5pm and finish at 7pm.
SELEP Strategic Board Meeting Dates
The SELEP Strategic Board meeting dates are:
 Friday 16 March 2018
 Friday 29 June 2018
 Friday 28 September 2018
 Friday 7 December 2018
 Friday 22 March 2019
SELEP Accountability Board Meeting Dates
The future SELEP Accountable Board meeting dates are:








Friday 23 February 2018
Friday 16 March 2018 (new)
Friday 27 April 2018
Friday 15 June 2018
Friday 14 September 2018
Friday 16 November 2018
Friday 15 February 2019

All meetings will be held at High House Production Park and start at 10am.
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